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'We have a lot of money left...we can't be picky' 
SGA approves allocation of $1,550 quickly due to large contingency fund 
By CINDY ELMORE 
. "I want to remind senators 
we do have a lot of money left 
in contingency (account). It is 
almost the last meeting. We 
can't be too picky." 
That statement, made by 
Mark Davison, legislative 
vice president-elect, seemed 
to sum up Tuesday's Student 
Government Association 
senate meeting. With one 
session remaining and a $4,514 
contingency account, senators 
voted to spend some $1,550 of 
that, and established criteria 
to spend another $1,500, in less 
than one hour. 
Requests for a new 
typewriter and monetary 
requests from the Black 
Student Alliance, Film Club 
and Lacross Club all were 
granted. 
A $250 BSA request was 
unanimously approved by 
senators 
The money will be used to 
cover debts to Skatetown, to 
Bay for Bluestone pictures and 
lack Emphasis Month 
Ectures, and to pay a rental 
e for the Warren University 
Union ballroom. 
THE BSA originally 
requested $1,000 in November 
ana was denied the funds by 
the finance committee. Three 
months later in a compromise 
move, the committee 
reversed, approving a $460 
allocation to & BSA. But the 
group was rejected for fun- 
ding in March—that time by 
senators. 
"We have had a lot of ac- 
tivities this year. The initial 
fee was $600 and the 
organization has worked hard 
to reduce this amount," said 
Carlton Brown, BSA 
president. 
Faculty members can now 
apply to receive 60 $25 grants 
from the SGA to invite 
students into their homes for 
social interaction, after 
senators approved criteria for 
this proposal. 
Those interested in applying 
must sign a statement 
reading, "I understand the 
purpose of this grant is to 
promote the social interaction 
between a professor and his 
students and that there is to be 
a minimum of four students 
present." 
THE GRANTS will be 
limited to one per faculty 
member per semester and he 
or she can only invite students 
who are enrolled in the faculty 
member's class, said Debbie 
Ahalt, curriculum and in- 
struction committee chair- 
man. 
"We assume the faculty 
here are pretty responsible 
and a« not going to take us all 
out for a beer blast," said 
commuter senator Gary 
Beugnet. 
Senators also approved a 
$650 appropriation to pur- 
chase a typewriter from the 
Honor Council to be used as a 
spare when a typing room 
typewriter is being repaired. 
Additional allocations 
approved included $250 to the 
Film Club to host a film 
festival. The university fine 
arts week committee, in past 
years, has allocated funds to 
the English department to 
host this event, but did not do 
so this year, said film club 
member Matt James. 
ALSO. THE Lacross Club 
received $400 to cover debts 
incurred and stolen equip- 
ment this year. 
"The Lacross Club is not 
trying to use the SGA as a 
frequent financial tool," said 
team member Chris Rogers. 
"This year we had a low blow. 
It will be the last tune we 
come for funding." 
Commuter senator Rod 
Shepherd added, "I am get- 
ting tired of SGA funds going 
to the athletic department. 
In other business, the 
finance committee agreed to 
withdraw $86.58 from the SGA 
reserve account to cover a 
three-year-old Honor Council 
O HANDLER    HALL 
"Experiential Learning/Contemporary Issues'' 
•C.P.R. Training 
•The Middle East Cr1s1r 
•Auto Mechanics M1n'l-Course 
•The Chandler Hall  Colloquium 
•Gifts Differing-Personality Type Awareness 
Students dedtcated to academic,'excellence and who desire 
participate In an active environment designed to promote 
individual and group growth through experiential  learnlnc 
are Invited to live at Chandler Hall. 
Residents must have completed 28 academic hours and must 
not have been found guilty of any major policy violation 
during the.last semester. 
i . 
All those wishing to participate in Spring Sign-Up for 
Chandler Hall must attend one of the short orientation 
meetings to be held at Room A. Warren Campus Center. 
Monday, April   14 - 7:00,  7:30, 8:00, 8:30pm 
Tuesday, April   15 - 7:00, 7:30, 8:00, 8:30pm 
LAKE COMPLEX 
A Living Learning Environment 
debt, recently discovered by a 
university internal audit. 
Davison, food services 
advisory committee chair- 
man, told senators that 
Duke's Grill cannot substitute 
milk into its contract specials 
because it does not have the 
storage space to keep volumes 
of milk cold, and because the 
margin of profit with milk is 
not as great as with soft 
drinks.   "Food   Services   is 
looking    out 
Davison said. 
for itself," 
IN MONDAY'S executive 
council meeting, Treasurer 
Jeff Bolander told officers the 
$15,000 SGA reserve account 
was switched from a five 
percent interest-yielding 
savings account to a 14 per- 
cent interest-yielding bond 
certificate, which will mature 
Oct. 1 of this year. 
He also added that a form is 
being completed for all 
university organizations, 
including Greeks, to receive 
tax-exempt status. "So when 
they go down to buy beer, they 
won't have to pay tax," he 
explained. 
Officers also approved a 
$231 allocation to send the 
Water Polo Club to the "East 
Coast Water Polo Tour- 
nament" April 19. 
Calendar change 
Summer break to extend a week 
By CINDY RUSSELL 
The 1980 fall semester wil 
begin on Labor Day as 
recommended by the calendar 
committee last spring and 
again in their recent meeting 
this past November. 
As a result of concern about 
last year's original calendar 
which opened school after 
Labor        Day, student 
representation was added to 
the committee this year. 
Last year, students 
preferred that school start 
before Labor Day instead of 
the original September 3 
opening date. 
After being informed of the 
proposed calendar by The 
Breeze, Darrel Pile, former 
SGA president, approached 
the calendar committee 
requesting a change in the 
1979-80 calendar. The Sep- 
tember 3 date was changed m 
the 1979-80 changed to August 
27. At the same time, the 
committee recommended the 
1980-81 school year open on 
September 1. 
This year's committee 
agreed with the recom- 
mendation. Dave Martain, 
current SGA president, served 
on the committee as student 
representative. 
Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of 
admissions and records, 
explained that when Labor 
Day falls later in the week, 
JMU usually opens school the 
end of August. However, this 
September -as in 1975, when 
Labor Day falls on September 
1-school will begin that same 
day. It has only been in the 
last four years (1976-79)-when 
Labor Day was between the 3- 
6 of September-that school 
opened in August, she said. 
Reubush said the calendar 
committee considered the 
athletic, performing arts and 
other schedules to avoid 
calendar conflicts. She added 
that the committee tries to 
allow about three weeks 
between the end of summer 
session and the beginning of 
fall semester. It also attempts 
to schedule the opening as 
close as possible to Labor Day 
since it is often more con- 
venient for parents to bring 
students at this time, she saicT 
With school starting Sep- 
tember l, the semester will 
end December 19. The spring 
semester will begin on 
January 12 and end May 9. 
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SUN. APRIL 13 &00pm G/S Theatre FREE! 
DICK GREGORY 
LECTURES 
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1980 Blues tones to be distributed to students 
By      TRICIA      FISCHETTI 
In less than two weeks, 
students can receive one of 
their most lasting impressions 
of James Madison Univer- 
sity—The 1980 Bluestone. 
In the same manner as last 
spring, the yearbooks will be 
distributed on the Warren 
University Union mezzanine 
to students with their IDs, 
according to Kim Crossett, 
editor. 
This year's Bluestone 
continues the recent trend in 
yearbook design to include 
more printed copy, Crossett 
said, adding, "Madison's book 
used to be very pictorial, 
whereas in the last few years, 
we have had more features 
and highlights of events in the 
book. This way, it is 
something to keep for years 
and years." 
The 1979-80 Bluestone staff 
has included about 14 
students, according to 
Crossett The editor, section 
editor* business manager 
and chief photographer are 




THE STAFF does not ac- 
tively recruit new members, 
Crosset said, adding that in 
fact, most students seek out 
the staff instead of the other 
way around. 
"Working on a yearbook 
often turns out to be a habit for 
those who worked on their 
high school books," she said. 
"We get some interested 
freshmen, as well as friends 
and roommates of other staff 
members." 
There will be 5,500 copies of 
the 1980 Bluestone printed, an 
increase of 100 copies from 
last year, she explained. 
"The last two years, we've 
come out right on the button 
as far as student demand 
goes," the editor said. The last 
available copies of the 1979 
Bluestone were picked up last 
summer. 
Crosset said freshmen and 
graduating seniors are the 
classes who most frequently 
pick up their copies.  "Not 
everyone   cares   enough   to 
want a book," she added. 
The  Bluestone  is   funded 
primarily   through   patrons, 
student activities fees and 
university organizations that 
pay for their pages in the 
The yearbook, which will 
include 32 pages of color, is 
printed by Hunter Publishing 
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Old Virginia Ham Cafe 
Specializing in Country Cooking 
Special Luncheons-    -chops-chicken- 
seafood-variety of salads and 
sandwiches- — delicious breakfasts 
Mon- Sat 6:30am-2:00pm 
W. Market St. 434-6572 
BACK ALLEY BIKES 
NOW HAS THEIR 
SPRING 
SHIPMENT   OF 
BICYCLES IN 
AND MORE ARE 
ON THE WAY!!! 
($155.00 and up ) 
BACK ALLEY BKES 
Bicycles and Mopeds! 
.Sales and Service 
434.9484 
Open 10-6 Tues.-Sat. 
Upstairs on the corner of 
Water and Main in 
Downtown Harrisonburg. 
We also have backpacks,locks, 
and a full line of accessories. 
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Budget hearings 
Committee suggests yearbooks be sold here 
By CINDY KLMORE 
To reduce costs for the 1981 
Bluestone, Student Govern- 
ment Association finance 
committee members 
suggested the book be sold to 
students next year, instead of 
being given awav as in past 
years. 
dorm fees and book fees.'' 
THE BLUESTONE budget 
hearing was the second in a 
series of five to determine 
1980-81 activities fees 
allocations to major student 
organizations. The Bluestone 
has requested $45,387 from the 
"WE ALWAYS try to find 
ways to cut down the cost," 
Crossett said "We always try 
to have an inexpensive cover, 
all art work is our own—it 
doesn't cost anything—, and 
there's no flipping pictures." 
Increases also will pay for a 
new drafting board and light, 
•WE PRAY they won't 
come,'' Crossett said. "The 
whole student body is not 
going to want a book. We got 
more screaming and bitching 
from teachers and from early 
graduates." 
Templeton added that the 
1,400 additional copies would 
cost the Bluestone $9,000. 
"I'm just telling the 
teachers they can't have any. 
I think it stinks that we have to 
give a book to everybody on 
the Board of Visitors. What do 
they want a book for?" 
Crossett said. 
'I think it stinks that we have to give a book 
to everybody on the Board of Visitors.' 
Students, through activities 
fees, actually pay for about 
half of the cost of a yearbook, 
but only 5,500 books will be 
distributed to the entire 
student body this year, ac- 
cording to current Editor Kim 
Crossett 
"The era of a free yearbook 
could be drawing to a close. It 
would cut down on your 
demand," said committee 
member Rod Shepherd 
If tiie Bluestone was sold, 
the delivery date would be 
moved back to each fall in- 
stead of spring semester, 
requiring that the staff pay 
postage on the delivery of 
books to seniors, Crossett 
explained. She added, "We 
would have to be hitting 
students at the beginning of 
the year when they are paying 
SGA, an increase of 23 percent 
over last year's funding. The 
total SGA allotment for next 
year is some (200,000. 
The increased request 
primarily is due to an increase 
in printing costs and 
photography supplies, said 
Mike Templeton, next year's 
Bluestone editor. He added 
that the staff also wants; to 
puchase an additional 24 
pages, to include "more of the 
variety of things happening 
here—like the Miss JMU 
pageant." 
'The 24 pages really con- 
cern me because the student 
body hasn't increased that 
much. I don't know if you can 
justify that," Shepherd added. 
The number of color pages 
will .remain at 32. 
camera equipment and three 
additional undergraduate 
scholarships. 
The Bluestone scholarships 
"are substantially lower than 
other groups" on campus, 
Crossett said, adding, "it's a 
small staff and a hard job; a 
year-round thing." 
She explained that without 
the scholarship compensation, 
"people will just say they 
can't work anymore. We've 
lost some pretty good editors 
because they could not afford 
to take a non-paying job." 
Chris Sachs, student ac- 
tivities coordinator and ad- 
visor to the committee, asked 
why only 5,500 yearbook 
copies are printed when 6,900 





51 Court Square 434-2809 
Eden's new Professional Catering Staff is ready! CHEF 
WALLY (previously from Spanky's) will do you up right,FROM 
BEER BASHES TO FORMAL PARTIES-HE CAN DO IT ALL! 
Your place or ours. 
MEAT TRAYS , PIC-NICS, FRATERNITY PARTIES, ET- 
C..AT PRICES THAT JUST CAN NOT BE BEAT! Call NOW 434- 
2909   or 438—2895. 
""All unescorted ladies, 21 yrs. old come see Gen'l Manager Fred 
Hall at Eden Lounge & let him show you HOW to have a good time 
at Eden Lounge (from 12:00 to 2:00 am). 





SATURDAY, APRIL 26, 7:30 PM 
TICKETS: $750 LIMITED ADVANCE FESTIVAL SEATING 
ON SALE: CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE. HERONIMUS STORES. AND BLUE. 
GOOSE RECORDS 
MAM. ORDERS:      NUGENT    C/O  ROANOKE  CIVIC CENTER. P O   BOX 
13005. ROANOKE. VA 24030   CERTIFIED CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS 
ONLY. CALL 961-1201 FOR INFORMATION 




Every weekend you can enjoy the best buffets around! 
FRIDAY NIGHT, our seafood buffet is one of the most 
popular buffets in the area.,, you get the buffet plus 
SATURDAY NIGHT is our big INTERNATIONAL 
NIGHT! Sample tasty dishes from all over the 
world... it's always different and always GOOD! 
and dessert bar. You can't eat this good at home! 
SUNDAY BRUNCH features shrimp Creole, Fried 
Chicken and much more - bring the whole family! 
^rj The Terrace 
Trade In \bur 
School Ring Now! 
When You Purchase A New 
Herff Jones'College Ring*' 
Superfade-ln Values 
Any Gold Women's School Ring  $ 30 °° 
Any Goid Men's High School Ring  $ 50 00 
Any G')!ii Men's College Ring  $ 7Q °° 
ONLY  ONE   TRADE-IN   RING   ALLOWED   PER  ORDER 
• Prices subject to change —^— 
WHEN: Toes' ^P1"" '5 ,0"8 pm 
WHERE: 
 Wed. April 16 9-8 pm __ 
~Thurs. April 17 9-5 pm 
Warren Campus Center 
S       DEPOSIT: 
\V 
$3.00 
Class of 1982   JiSB&JSm 
— 
A&P 
R.C.Cola8pk. 160z. bottles 
1.09 plus deposit 
Budweiser 6pk. 12oz. 2.09 
Hunt's Tomato Ketchup 
32oz. .88 
Ann Page Kosher & ^ 
Polish Dill Pickles 32oz.    .88 
Welch's Grape Jelly &Jam 
21b.     .88 
Jiff Peanut Butter 28oz. 
(creamy 8B crunchy)       1.99 
Bananas 31bs.$1.00 
G 8B W Pizzas (all varieties) 
lOoz. .88 
A 8B P Swiss Style Yogart 
3 for .88 
A 8B P Fruit Drink gallon jug 
(all flavors)     .99 
Blue Bonnet Oleo 21b. .88 
Breyer's Ice Cream 
^gallon 1.88 
A &P Pork Sausage       ,791b. 
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Smithfield Bacon 
■• --* 
A 8B P Bologna 




Golden Delicious Apples 
.441b. 
Strawberries .68 pint 
Keebler Deluxe Grahams, 
Fudge Strips 8B Fudge 
Marshmallow Cookies 
12.5oz. .99 
Room beneath Madison stadium 
will be used as wdffit lifting area 
By STEVE ROBERTS 
The room under Madison 
Stadium will be converted into 
an intercollegiate weight 
room by next fall, according 
to Dean Ehlers, director of 
intercollegiate athletics her. 
The Stadium Room had 
been opened to the student 
body for parties, concerts and 
fund raising activities due to 
the closing of the Shenandoah 
Room in Chandler Hall for 
Salads Plus. It was closed to 
student parties because of the 
spilling of "beverages" on to 
the floor, Ehlers said. 
The Stadium Room 
originally built to be a locker 
area for visiting sports teams, 
but never was completed, 
Ehlers said. 
When converted to a weight 
room, the Stadium Room no 
longer will be open to the 
student body, but instead, 
open only to intercollegiate 
participants. 
Ehlers said that plans are 
being made to add Nautilus 
machines to the weight lifting 
materials already owned by 
JMU. 
BY NEXT fall this room under the stadium 
wlB be converted to a weight 
*■ 
_ >OF HOT, THIWLY 8UCC0 PRIME RIB OH A 
SESAME SEED BUN. JUEAT SO GOOD YOU 
WONT MEED A SAUCfc. MELTED CHEESE 15* EXTRA 
Prime Rfli v. 1 i ri t 
WITH SALAD FROM OUR 3AIAD BAR AMD 
FRENCH FRIES $£99 
WITH FRENCH FRIES OWL* $2.99 
Wmi SALAD BAR ONLY $3.A9 SANDWICH ONLY $249 
ft ft ft 
F HARRI 
ft   ft   ft 
Introductory Price 
9oz Prime Rib U.S.D.A. CHOICE 
Sarvad from Madium Rara to Wall Don* 
Available 
5-10 Daily 
Food io good! 
•Served Covered with Au Jus Sauce 
•Baked Potato or French Fries 
•Toasted Grecian Bread 
•Salad Bar 
aaaa_ 
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Extreme practices, not religion itself, 
may leajj to lunacy, panel decides 
By TRICIA FISCIIETTI 
Religion itself is logical, but 
the practices of religion, when 
taken to extremes, may lead 
to lunacy. 
This opinion seemed to be 
the consensus of a panel that 
discussed the topic "Religion: 
Lunacy or Logic?" Tuesday 
as a part of Superperson Two 
Week. Panel members in- 
cluded Dr. Virginia Andreoli 
Mathie of the psychology 
department, of Dr. Clarence 
Geier of the anthroplogy 
department and of Dr. Cecil 
Bradfield of the sociology 
department. 
"Religion is probably a little 
bit of both logic and lunacy,'' 
Geier said. He explained mat 
logic exists within religious 
groups and their members, 
but the mass following of Jim 
Jones that led to the 
Jonestown incident is an 
example  of  the  lunacy   to 
^Marijuana 
(Continued from page 1) 
smoker said. "Sometimes I 
can only afford a  half an 
ounce." 
Still, other students are 
taking the price increases 
with very little reaction. 
"I don't care what pot costs, 
I'll still buy it," another 
marijuana smoker said. "A 
true head won't let money get 
in his way." 
An informal survey of 
marijuana dealers in this area 
shows that they feel the price 
which religious extremes can 
sometimes lead. 
GEIER EXPLAINED that 
religion, although widely 
diverse in its form, has a real 
capacity to change and evolve 
and is a fundamental social 
institution. 
Religion serves as a central 
function of the community, 
said Bradfield, an ordained 
minister as well as a 
professor. "This is a very 
strong drawing point to 
religion," he said. "Religion 
gives people a place to go 
where they can feel part of a 
group. 
"As a person with religious 
commitments, I would like to 
rule out being a lunatic," 
Bradfield said, "but from the 
theological perspective, 
religion is also something 
beyond logic." 
Bradfield explained that he, 
increase   on   marijuana   is 
justified. 
"There's   no   reason   for 
nle to get upset," one area 
vc said. "Do people think 
pot is going to stay the same 
price forever." 
For the students finding it 
difficult to pay the going price 
for marijuana, many are 
simply doing without, or are 
giving up something in order 
to buy it. 
Broadcast society selects officers 
President is Jennifer 
Bocock; Vice-President is 
Kelly Wittenauer; Treasurer 
is Steve Childless; Secretary 
is Christina Murphy and the 
Fall Convention Regional 
Coordinator is Jeff Saffelle. 
The JMU chapter is one of 
62  active  chapters   in   the 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the 
National Honorary Broadast 
Society, announces officers of 
the JMU chapter for 1980-81. 
nation and provides an op- 
portunity for members to 
learn through first hand ex- 
perience about the many 
fields open to them within the 
broadcasting spectrum. 
Membership drives are held 
during the early part of each 
semester and based on a 2.0 
overall GPA, a 3.0 in Com- 
munication Arts courses and a 
desire to become involved in 
radio or television upon 
graduation. 
IIIIIMIIIIII 
157 Warsaw Ave. 
Turn at light at JMU's front entrance 
 1 <L—  
THRU SUNDAY 
Buaweiser      12 pk 12oz 
Busch 12pk 
Old Millwaulkee   16 oz cans 
Pearl 6pk 
Lite        6pk 
Miller     6pk 
Old English '800 6pk 
• KEGS: AT ONE DAY'      NOTICE- 








ALSO-grocery items -snacks-candy 
-frozen foods-magazines-and more 
• COMPARE & SAVE * 
434-7948    Open til 12 Nightly 
as a minister and sociologist, 
feels as if he is "standing with 
both feet on banana peels." 
According to Mathie, 
religion is a fulfillment of 
basic individual needs such as 
the human need for belonging, 
for security and for finding the 
truth. 
"RELIGION   HELPS   one 
understand the world better," 
she added. "It is one way we 
search out Truth with a 
capital T\" 
However, Mathie added that 
it is important to distinguish 
between religion as a belief in 
a superior being, and religion 
as an exercise of ritual. 
"The basic belief in religion 
is very logical," she said, "but 
because it can take so many 
forms, it may approach 
lunacy in some instance." 
"One of the most un- 
fortunate things about 
religion," Geier added, "is 
that it must be interpreted by 
men." 
JOHN D. EILAND CO., INC. 
RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX 880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482 
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'Hostage bracelets9support captive neighbor 
By TRICIA FISCHETTI 
"I've seen how people in our 
church and neighborhood 
have pulled together through 
this   whole   Iranian   crisis, 
instead of falling apart," said 
Dusty Grande, a freshman 
here whose family lives near 
the home of an American 
hostage in Iran. 
WANTED: CLAss RINGS 
Anything made out of silver, 
gold, platinum or any other 
metal. 
N.Y. market price will be 
paid in cash 
Call Bobby   at: 
Holiday    Inn,Staunton,Sun. Howard Johnsons 
April 13 (703) 886—3401 Harrisonburg, Sat. April 12, (703) 434—6771 
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHmillllllfHIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHUIIIimilHIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIHHIl 
I  SPRING SPECIAL 
ONE CROUP UMBRELLA 





47 COURT SQUARE 
V "flm OiMfftr fmtklmt - 
OPHD/ULT TIL 5:31 
onuT 
■fin* Qvto  — l*n At On* Sert* « 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiMMMmHflia 
LEVI 
100% Cotton Denim 
»    «     Hell Bottoms 
Close Out Sale Price .... 10.98 
PRE-WASHED  DENIM VESTS 
& JACKETS BY 
WRANGLER 
AND LEVI'S 
The Purple Building On The Court Square 
2 North Main St., Harrisonburg 
Open Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m. 
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Master Charge and Vise 
•■ 
Grande has shown support 
for her neighbor, David 
Roeder, and the other 
hostages by ordering a 
"hostage bracelet." She is 
also publicizing the bracelets 
at JMU. 
Through hecchurch bulletin 
in Alexandria, Va. and 
through Roeder's wife, Suzie, 
Grande learned about the sale 
of the bracelets similar to the 
P.O.W.-M.I.A. bracelets of the 
Vietnam War. 
Grande is . encouraging 
other JMU students to pur- 
chase the bracelets by posting 
several signs around campus. 
SHE SAID she has been 
pleased with the response of 
JMU students. "Usually, a 
sign in Eagle's elevator won't 
last the weekend," she said. 
"But, whenever I see the sign 
missing, the next time I look, 
it will be a little crumpled, but 
back up." 
The bracelets bear the 
name of Lt. Col.  David M. 
Roeder, a hostage in Iran who 
has been singled out by the 
militants for war crimes 
against the North Viet- 
namese, Grande said. While 
serving in the Air Force in 
1968, Roeder was ordered to 
fly over North Vietnam in an 
F-105 plane. 
"They are just using Dave 
Roeder as another distraction, 
so the people of Iran won't 
realize what a mess Iran is 
really in," Grande said. "The 
situation is getting out of 
hand." 
Robert K. Dornan, a U.S. 
Congressman from California 
and former Air Force pilot, 
originated the Roeder 
bracelet in March. Dornan 
also designed the P.O.W.- 
M.I.A. bracelets. 
THE  RESPONSE  for  the 
hostage bracelet was so 
overwhelming, according to 
Grande, that a non-profit 
organization, The Hostage 
Bracelet Committee in Santa 
Monica,     California,     was 
established to handle sales. 
The bracelets are a way of 
showing support and hope for 
the hostages, Grande said. 
"Even though college kids 
can't fight Ayatolkh 
Khomeini alone, we can show 
we are aware and are con- 
cerned," she said. 
Grande, who lives around 
the block from the Roeders 
and often babysits for their 
children, said the hostage 
situation "didn't really hit 
her" until her mother called 
her at school in November to 
tell her Roeder was one of 
those being held. He had only 
been in Iran three weeks prior 
to the embassy takeover. 
"I've seen how brave Suzie 
Roeder has been," Grande 
said. "She has kept up so 
much strength." 
Grande, who is expecting to 
receive her bracelet this 
week, said, "I just hope Dave 





Distributed by Dod Distributing Co., Inc. 
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Campus biter Varsity chapter largest in state 
Group is praised for fellowship, yet denounced for 'fanaticism* 
By BOBBY GIRARDI 
A group of about 200 
students, gathered in the 
Warren University Union 
ballroom, are paying rapt 
attention to a girl at the front 
of the room: 
"God was breaking me of a 
lot of attitudes," she says, "I 
was really able to humble 
myself: I felt so small, so 
insignificant, so unworthy...." 
She is followed by several 
others who, one by one ap- 
proach the front of the room to 
tell their stories. One, A.B. 
Kuffuor, a visiting student 
from Ghana West Africa 
attending Glennsville State 
College in West Va., speaks in 
broken English of the Lord's 
work in the world; another 
speaks of Christ's help with 
her alcoholism. 
All are participating in the 
"sharing" portion of the 
weekly Inter Varsity or "IV" 
meeting, the nation-wide 
Christian organization that 
boasts a JMU membership of 
some 400 students. IV is an 
interdenominational 
gathering of any interested 
Christians and is affiliated 
with an international 
Christian organization for 
college campuses. 
The meetings usually begin 
with hymn singing, followed 
by a speaker and conclude 
with "sharing", which con-. 
sists of students relating 
personal religious ex- 
periences to the group. 
Terry Babb, president of the 
Baptist Student Union, 
compares the closeness 
between IV's Christians that 
enables them to make public 
confessions, to the closeness 
displayed by members of 
fraternities. 
"The Christian groups are 
so much larger than frats," 
Babb said. "If you imagine 
the fellowhip in a frat of about 
30 or 40 people, and multiply 
that two or three times, that's 
what you get in IV. It's a 
whole lot of fellowship." 
This particular IV meeting 
is somewhat different than 
usual. Tonight there is no 
speaker. Usually, about 200 
students attend the IV 
meeting-but why do they 
come, and what draws them 
away from "60 minutes" or 
the studying that most 
students do on Sunday 
nights?" 
Several'members gather in 
a small crowd, and with wide- 
eyed intensity offer their 
answers. 
"The Lord is the center of 
our life," says one. "We 
gather here to lift him up." 
"It's almost like our home," 
another says. Jesus is the 
father and all the members 
are like our brothers and 
sisters." One student leaves, 
and another takes his place. 
"Why do I come?" he says. 
"Well, everybody comes to 
love the Lord, we are all in the 
family of Christ." 
"We meet under the name 
of Jesus Christ," a member 
indicates. "We try to keep the 
names out of it. We don't want 
to exalt ourselves over the 
Lord, which is what we'd be 
doing if we allowed our names 
to be used." 
Drew Trotman, president 
and spokesman of Inter 
Varsity, acknowledges a 
resitance, for identification, 
indicating that it stems not 
from "a fear of having their 
names put with what they 
believe. It is a fear that people 
will look to them instead of to 
the Lord." 
IV is orgainzed by a small 
group of students known as 
"execs", who take care of the 
administrative functions and 
organize Bible stud« in the 
JMU's IV chapter is the 
largest in Virginia and among 
the largest on the East Coast, 
exceeded only by the 
University of North Carolina 
Chapter. In fact, many IV 
members, according to one 
student, privately refer to 
JMU    as    the    "Christian 
Despite the substantial 
number of students involved 
with IV here, many others 
who also refused to allow their 
names to be used-see IV's 
brand of Christianity as 
radical, even fanatical. 
Ones student accused IV 
members   of    cliqueishness. 
'I can't see how you could accuse us 
of being in a clique . . .We let people in* 
residence halls according to 
Trotman. "We deal with the 
specifics of reserving the 
ballroom and we pray tor the 
body. "But were not really the 
leadership." 
According to Trotman, IV is 
not an actual orgainzation but 
rather is a gathering of people 
who "join together to lift up 
Christ." 
"We don't come together to 
be an organiation," one IV 
member said, "we're part of 
the body of Christ. IV won't 
last; Jesus Christ will last 
through eternity." 
_ ^  
Country Club." 
"The atmosphere here at 
Madison is good for spiritual 
growth," Trotman says. 
"Most students come from 
upper middle-class 
backgrounds and have been 
raised in the church." 
In three years Trotman says 
IV membership has increased 
from 20 students to a 
phenomenal 400. 
"It's nothing that we've 
done," Trotman says. "It's 
just that we started lifting up 
Christ and more people 
started joining us 
"They're you're friends as 
long as you believe as they do, 
but when you don't, they don't 
even want to associate with 
you," he said. 
But according to Trotman, 
"I can't see how you could 
accuse us of being a clique. 
"But a clique is something 
that doesn't let people in, we 
let people in." 
A frustration with the 
orgainzation reflects in the 
number of groups on campus. 
Persons who participate in the 
Campus Catholic Ministry, 
indicate that in the past there 
has been some tension bet- 
ween them, and members of 
Inter Varsity. 
"I think they're pretty quick 
to condemn people," said one 
CCM member. "It seems 
they're more into preaching 
than practicing, more into 
picking out the sinners." 
CCM member Jody 
O'Rourke admitted that in the 
past, relations between the 
two groups have not been 
good. 
However, she asid "We 
have made improvements in 
getting along as two different 
religious groups. We're 
starting to work a lot better 
together." 
And whether or not IV's 
brand of Christianity is ac- 
cepted in all corners, most 
¥robably, according to 
rotman, the organization 
will continue to grow-which is 
a prospect that disturbs a 
number of students in- 
terviewed across campus. 
IN JUSTONE DAY WE CAN TRAIN YOU IN 
THEFUNDAMENTALSOFSPORTPARACHUTING 
* * YOU GAN MAKE YOUR FIRST PARACHUTE 
JUMP THAT SAME DAY! 
All necessary pre-jump instruction and equipment are 
available through a special FIRST JUMP COURSE. 
Shenandoah Valley Parachute Center 
RFD Box 278Harrisonburg Va. 22801 Tel: 879-9603 
Dr. Saul Miller demonstrates yoga 
techniques for students participating in 
Superperson Week activities Wednesday in the 
by Maria Orwx 
WUU. Yoga is over 3,000 years old, he said, and 
is practiced to offer a "flow of energy." 
Caldwell cited for service to children 
Dr. Charles Caldwell, dean 
of the Graduate School and 
professor of psychology at 
James Madison University, 
received the i960 Virginia 
Association for Early 
Childhood Education Award 
Saturday, March 29, at the 
Southern Association on 
Children Under Six Con- 
ference in Roanoke. Va. 
The award is presented 
annually for outstanding 
service to young children in 
Virginia. 
Caldwell, who also serves as 
JMU's director of sponsored 
research, holds his un- 
dergraduate degree from 
Roanoke College. 
He has served the Virginia 
Association for Early 
Childhood Education as 
president and newsletter 
editor, and has chaired many 
committees        for the 
organization. 
Caldwell has also served as 
chairman of the Governor's 
Committee on Youth, 
chairman   of   the   Virginia 
Division for Children and 
president of the Virginia 
Congress of Parents and 
Teachers. He has also been a 
member of the task force on 
organization of human ser- 
vices in Virginia and a 
member of the Virginia Crime 
Commission's 4ask force on 
children and youth in trouble 
in Virginia. 
Caldwell is married to the 
former Evelyn Marie 
Rotenberry of Radford and 











(no beer sales between 12-6am) 
-Kegs   -Plenty of gas -Soft Drinks 
-Health & Beauty Aids   -Ice -Pizza 
.£TET   OPEN 24 
Sandwiches -Candy HOU RS 
-24 hr. Film service      434.7444 
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[    Police log     ) 
These incidents were 
handled by James Madison 
University police during the 
week of April 1-8: 
G 
Destruction of state 
operty and petty larceny. 
illiam B. McGurn, 20, and 
Robert B. Chambers, 18, both 
of Charlottes ville were 
arrested and charged in an 
incident allegedly involving 
vandalism to and theft from 
the TKE house on April 4. 
Activating a false fire 
alarm. Allen K. Abendroth, 19, 
of Baltimore, Md. was 
charged with pulling a fire 
alarm in Weaver Hall on April 
4. 
Driving under'the influence 
of alcohol. Danny E. 
Howdydhell, 22, of 
Bridgewater was arrested on 
April 5. 
Grand larceny. A JMU 
housekeeping employee's 
paycheck was stolen while the 
woman was working in SPE 
house April 2. She had left her 
pocketbook unattended in the 
television lounge. 
A female student's clothing 
was stolen from a washer in 
Huffman Hall on April 4. Loss 
is estimated at $200. 
Failure   to  produce   Wen 
tlfication. Two students were 
charged judicially after 
refusing to show thier ID at 
Gibbons Dining Hall after a 
request from an employee 
there. 
Fire. An investigation is 
continuing into the cause of a 
fire that burnt a sofa in White 
Hall's B-section 3rd floor. 
* Re-election 
(Continued from page 1) 
Nixon called Hall and Weber 
in London, taped their 
responses, and played the 
tape for the committee. 
Hall said he had spoken 
individually to each of the 20 
students in London. Seventeen 
assured him they voted for 
Watkins of their own free will, 
two abstained from voting and 
one voted for Watkins but 
would have preferred not to 
have voted. This student said 
there was some pressure to 
vote when everyone is living 
together and aware of what 
everyone else is doing. Hall 
said. 
Hall noted that he told Dean 
of Students Lacy Daniel the 
report of voting pressure but 
never mentioned coercion. 
However, by the time Hall's 
report reached the committee 
at its first hearing on the 
matter Thursday, words such 
MINI 
Stor-lt 












Store all your 
things for the 
summer! 
Look for sign at S. Main St. & 
E. Mosby Rd. 
Just across fron Nichol's. 
Li9pEy^bv/Rdx^, 
as coercion and intimidation 
were used. 
WEBER EXPLAINED his 
reporting 21 votes from only 20 
students        as "partly 
carelessness on my part and 
partly stupidity." He said 
Watkins, who is Weber's 
roommate in London, got the 
names of the SGA candidates 
by phone at 3 p.m. London 
time on election day. 
Weber said be considered it 
his responsibility as resident 
adviser to conduct the 
ballotting. Since absentee 
ballots had not arrived in 
London, he wrote the can- 
didates' names on a sheet of 
paper and passed it around to 
the students who then wrote 
their initials next to the name 
of the candidate they sup- 
ported. 
Weber said he hadn't 
received any instructions as to 
how the ballotting should be 
conducted. "We weren't 
serious about the whole 
thing," he said, noting that he 
wasn't in the room when 
several students were 
initialing the ballot 
Committee members and 
interested students expressed 
support for various solutions 
to the problem. Al Wilner said 
the only option open to the 
committee was to let the 
students in London vote again. 
But SGA Senator C.R. 
Suddith opposed allowing just 
the London students to vote 
again. "They'd have the 
opportunity to decide the 
election," he said, noting that 
only 15 votes separate the 
candidates, excluding the 
London ballots. 
Wilner retorted that the 
mistake was made in London 
and that's where the revote 
should be held. "They would 
simply be reconfirming what 
they did the first time." 
SGA Rresident-elect Chuck 
Cunningham said "If you 
want to correct the error, it 
should be corrected in Lon- 
don." 
The committee didn't agree. 
. The new election will be 
held Tuesday in the Warren 
University Union from 9 a.m. 
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Newly-elected faculty senate chooses executives 
Members are selected by their respective departments for two years 
By BOBBY GIRARDI 
A new group of faculty 
senators were introduced to 
their duties at the Faculty 
Senate meeting Thursday, 
when elections were held for 
next year's officers. 
Senate members are chosen 
by their respective depart- 
ments to serve a two year 
term on the senate, according 
to newly-elected represen- 
tative Katheriqe Boyd from 
the history department. 
"It's staggered so roughly 
one half of the senators leave 
every year, and new ones 
come in," Boyd said. 
Senate officers and faculty 
commission members were 
nominated prior to the 
meeting Thursday but 
nominations were also taken 
from the floor. 
For the 1980-61 session of the 
faculty senate, assembled 
members chose John Wood as 
speaker, Cameron Nickols as 
speaker pro tern, William 
Ingham as secretary, 
Elizabeth Ihle as treasurer 
and Ted Christiansen as 
marshal. 
Next year's senate com- 
missions selected at the 
meeting were the University 
Council, the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies, the 
Commissions     on     Student 
Services, the Commission on 
Graduate Studies, the Com- 
mission    on    Planning    and 
Development and the Com- 
mission on Faculty Affairs. 
Honor Council appeal 
process called 'weak' 
By LOUIS EACHO 
Alterations to the appeals 
procedure used at Honor 
Council hearings was 
discussed by the Honor Ad- 
visory Board Monday. 
Although the board 
generally agreed that changes 
need to be made in the system, 
a definite proposal will not be 
presented until its next 
meeting. 
The process is ''weak," 
according to Board Chairman 
Dr. Raymond Dingledine, 
because the original hearing 
and the appellant hearing act 
separately from one another. 
With two totally different 
hearings, decisions can be 
changed too easily, 
Dingledine said. 
Dr. Al Menard suggested 
students should either present 
a valid reason for the appeal, 
as is now the case with judicial hearings, or that a 
transcript of the original 
hearing be given to the ap- 
peals committee. This way the 
original hearing would more 
serve its purpose, he said. 
DINGLEDINE noted that, 
to encourage consistency, 
separate panels should be 
establish*'* ""rmttwJHnnnr 
Council representaTivei" for 
the original and appeal 
hearings. 
In other business, Honor 
Council President Kevin Rack 
reported to the board that he 
is attempting to have the 
Student Government 
Association pay the Council's 
debt of some $400. 
The SGA gave the Honor 
Council a set budget to work 
with for the academic year, 
but according to Rack, a 
conference which the council 
sponsored this year cost more 
than he predicted. This 
conference of several 
university honor councils was 
held earlier in the year at 
James   Madison  University. 
Rack said he sees no reason 
why the SGA will not fund the 
Honor Council out of its 
contingency fund, since its 
major function is "to be 
there" for student 
organizations. 
THE BOARD also discussed 
the possible publication in The 
Breeze of information con- 
cerning the outcome of honor 
code hearings. 
Although it would be im- 
possible to print names of 
those involved, a list of the 
actual violations and punish- 
ments  could  be   given,   ac- 
cording to Dingledine. 
Members also suggested a 
semester summary of hearing 
decisions, as well as its 
publication on an individual 
basis two weeks after the 
appeal process is concluded. Faculty Senate member Kent Zimmerman 
Photo by Mike Blevlnt 
speaks at their most recent meeting. 
»»%»*>»>» *»»* .■»**>%*** 
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Announcements 
Writing Lab 
The Writing Lab offers 
individualized help to students 
writing papers or reports, 
studying for essay exams, 
writing Tetters or resumes and 
preparing to take the GRE, 
GMAT or LSAT. For further 
information, call Mrs. 
Hoskins at 6401 or stop by 
Sheldon 409. 
Visiting scholar 
On April 17 at 8 pm in Black- 
well Auditorium Carolyn 
Forche, recipient of the 1975 
Yale Series Of Younger Poets 
Award and currently a 
visiting professor of English 
at the University of Virginia, 
will read from her current and 
past works. All are invited to 
attend. 
778 E. Market 
Tuesday-Thura. 11:00 - Midnight 
« .   Friday-Saturday A 
Monday 11:00 -lam 
433-5375 
New York Style Pizza 
* Best in Town* 
50* OFF ANY PIZZA 
WITH COUPON 
60« A SLICE 
offer expires May 2 




3 or more 
Cheese 










4.00 3.50 2.75 
Fellowship 
The Prayer Fellowship 
group will meet every 6 pm 
Wednesday in Jackson 107. 
Alcohol 
Are you concerned about 
you or your friend's drinking 
problem? Recovered 
alcoholics will be available to 
talk with every Tues. evening, 
6 - 7 pm. Emmaus House, 317 
S. Liberty St. Just stop by. 
AERho banquet 
The Communication Arts- 
AERho Spring Banquet will be 
held April 12th with guest 
speaker        Mr. Frank 
Mankiewicz, President of 
National Public Radio. The 
event begins at 5:30 p.m. 
Dress is Semi-Formal. 
Tickets must be purchased by 
4 p.m. on Tuesday, April 8th. 
They are available at WMRA 
in Burruss Hall; the 
Television Film Center in 
Harrison Hall and the Com- 






Located 2 miles east of Mt Crawford, VA. 1-81, 
Exit 61. Signs Posted. Sat., April 12 (9am-5pm) - 
New Books only; Sun., April 13, (noon - 5pm)- New 
Books only; Sat April 19, (9 am - 5pm) Old Books, 
New Books, Old Magazines. 75,000 Books and 
magazines For Sale! Absolutely our finest selection 
of New Books ever at absolutely the lowest prices 
you'll Find anywhere. All our new books are 
discounted 75 - 90 percent! If you like books, you'll 
love the Book Fair. "We'll sell more because we 
sell for less." 
Call 434-8849 for more info 
FCA 
FCA invites all interested 
people to attend its Sunday 
evening meetings. The 
fellowship takes place in the 
WUU mezzanine (Room P) 
from 9:00-10:00 pm. Come join 
the fun and music: Share the 
victory and bring a friend! 
Alcoholism 
There will be a seminar on 
alcohol rehabilitation and 
alcoholism7:30p.m., April 14 
in room D, WUU. Featured 
will be Bob, a recovered 
alcoholic priest and alcohol 
rehabilitation counselor. 
Everyone is invcited to find 
out more about alcohol. 
Wharton concert 
FCA and JMU Christian 
Fellowship (Inter-Varsity) 
are sponsoring a Don Wharton 
Concert 7:30 p.m., April 20 in 
the Grafton-Stovall Theater. 
There is no admission, but a 
love offering is welcome. Don 
is a contemporary musician 
who has been active in FCA 
for many years. He has some 
good news to tell us, so come 
and bring a friend. 
Sportathon 
FCA will be sponsoring a 
Sportathon April 18th from 
11:00 p.m.- 7:00 a.m. All night 
volleyball, basketball and 
musk are on the agenda. 
Anyone interested in par- 
taking can pick up a pledge 
sheet from Cindy Peterson at 
5428. All donations will be used 
as a love offering for the Don 
Wharton Concert 
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k JMU ready for 'Gay Semiotics 7 
By MARK Sl'TTON 
"Gay Semiotics," currently 
on display in The New Image 
Gallery in Zirkle House, is no 
ordinary photo show. 
In fact, it's hardly a photo 
show at all. In reality, it's 
more a safari into a sub- 
culture most of us have never 
expierenced, and many of us, 
one would suppose., would just 
as soon not. 
But that doesn't mean that 
one shouldn't* 
Hal Fischer, the gay artist 
who photographed and wrote 
the material for this show, has 
put together an unusual 
documentation of gay culture 
that even we straights can 
enjoy. 
In a word, it's downright 
funny. 
As can be seen from the 
photo which accompianies 
this article, and which is on 
display in the Gallery, Hal 
Fischer takes his culture with 
a grain of salt. "Gay 
Semiotics, a photographic 
study of visual coding among 
homosexual men," the book 
which accompianies the show, 
is a humorous romp through 
the world of the homosexual 
male. 




through both color and 
placement A blue han- 
dkerchief placed in the right 
hip pocket serves notice that 
the wearer desires to play the 
passive role during sexual 
intercourse. Conversely, a 
blue handkerchief in the left 
hip pocket indicates that the 
wearer will assume the ac- 
tive, or traditional male role 
during sexual contact. The 
blue handkerchief is com- 
monly used in the treatment of 
nasal congestion and in some 
cases holds no meaning in 
regard to sexual preferences. 
The other text sections of 
the book continue in the same 
vein, as the author appears to 
take a rather ambivalent 
attitude towards gay society. 
TYPICAL Gay Street Attire is demonstrated in this photograph 
by Hal Fischer, currently on display at JMU's New Image 
Gallery in Zirkle House. 
a mere six categories: "basic 
gay," "jock," "forties funk," 
"hippie," "uniform," and 
"leather." - 
To take as an example the 
"uniform" look, it consists of 
fatigue pants, a long john 
shirt, navy construction hat, 
and work boots. How many 
people do you see in that outfit 
each day? 
AS TO the show itself, 
Fischer demonstrates that he 
is no more than an ordinary 
First of all, they're not 
printed too terribly large. 
None of the prints appeared to 
be any larger than 11X14 
enlargements, and the ex- 
lovers section was composed 
of photos that are little larger 
than 5X7s. This was done, one 
would suspect, draw the 
viewer into the range of the 
text which accompianies this 
series of photographs. The 
gay semiotics section, which 
does not include seperate 
captions, is composed of the 
Quite sirrp^ thi-.is political art, ^nd nothing more 
For example, he lists the 
several types of standard gay 
dress in much the same terms 
that a hetrosexual male would 
use to deride it. 
Fischer lays bare the true 
facts concerning the ways in 
which gays dress, and many 
hetrosexuals are going to get 
rather uncomfortable when it 
is discovered that many gays 
dress just like heteros do. 
Other variations in gay 
dress which Fischer reveals 
are that gay caress. can ap- 
parently be pidgeonholed into 
photographer. The prints on 
display are competently 
exposed composed and 
focused, but there is none of 
the arty dramatics one has 
come to expect from the world 
of art photography these days. 
It must be said, however, that 
whomever printed these 
photos has got his act pretty 
well together, for they are 
extremely fine in this area. 
One suspects, however, that 
Fischer is not all that in- 
terested in these photographs 
,mere|y     as ,   photographs. 
larger prints in the collection. 
Secondly, all of the prints in 
the show have this quality 
about them that suggests the 
snapshot. None of them give 
the apearance of having been 
carefully composed, and all 
suggest that heavy cropping 
was done in the enlarger The 
rules of composition have 
gone by the boards in this 
series, as subjects stare right 
out of the frame, and into 
nowhere. 
Thirdly, and this is. the 
biggest point to be made here. 
is that Fischer appears to be 
more concerned with the 
words he has written than the 
photographs he has taken. The 
text blocks included under the 
ex-lovers series of 
photographs appear to be 
attempts at justification for 
what is the showing of some 
very good snapshots. 
EX-LOVERS.which   is   the 
exhibit on the viewer's left as 
essence, the struggle for 
homosexual rights is a 
political one. 
Political struggle will 
always produce some form of 
art, either as propaganda, or 
just to record the struggle of 
those in whatever political 
movement is active at the 
time. 
Picasso's "Guernicia" was 
a political work of art. John 
Lennon's "Give Peace a 
Chance" was a-political work 
This is hardly your average 
run of the mill photo show 
he or she enters the gallery, is 
the weakest part of the show. 
It consists of a series of 10 
small prints, each with its own 
aforementioned text block 
below it, which show and 
describe some of the various 
lovers that Fischer has taken 
over the years. Each of the ex- 
lovers has had his eyes 
blacked over so as to conceal 
the man's identity. The pic- 
tures, as I have said before, 
are small, and many of the 
men in them will show up later 
in the show on the "Gay 
Semiotics" wall. 
Which is a much more 
entertaining wall. Each of the 
larger photographs in this 
series describes, through 
words and a picture, the 
various ways in which gays 
attire themselves. It's all 
rather like the National 
Lampoon "Are You A Nurd?" 
posters. 
Which is where the question 
of just how exactly does 
Fischer feel«bc"* *~~TngTp»y 
comes up. Is the man am- 
bivalent to the gay cause, and 
making fun of his own culure? 
Or is he playing a rather 
shrewd game of sexual 
politics? 
One must remember, first 
of all, that the photographs for 
this show were taken in 1977, 
at the height of the Anita 
Bryant uproar. Gays were 
going on the offensive in the 
-sake of th^ir defer*-'in Dade 
County. In San Francisco, 
where these images were 
made, a homosexual mayor 
and supervisor would soon be 
in office. It was a boom time 
for the gay movement, for 
they had, if just for a short 
time, siezed the attention of 
the nation. It was a perfect 
time for an intelligent piece of 
gay propaganda, one which 
was not too obvious, to ap- 
pear. 
AND THAT is what I think 
happened. To these eyes. 
"Gay Semiotics" is sexual 
politics, and entertaining 
sexual politics to boot. 
Which is nothing nessisarily 
new. Political art is an old 
prebccupatfPv, of. PWOA. JP, 
of art. The Clash's "London 
Calling" is a political work of 
art. "Gay Semiotics" is not on 
the same level, of course, for 
the others are deadly serious 
in tone as well as in their goal, 
and it is not, but all in all, it is 
a work that accomplishes 
what it set out to accomplish. 
The arts, even the political 
ones, are beginning to blur 
together in ways that are 
exciting and very unusual. 
People from the music in- 
dustry are investigating the 
practical uses of video as a 
medium. Painters are in- 
corporating elements of 
photographic style in their 
work. We are entering what 
will be, it seems, a very 
unusual era for the arts. 
WHERE ALL of this will 
take JMU remains uncertain. 
Although there is now more of 
an apparant willingness to 
accept new art forms, total 
acceptance is something that 
must wait for the future. The 
conservative nature of this 
student body makes one 
wonder what the acceptance 
rate will really be for these 
new art forms. One can only 
hope that the students here 
will keep an open mind as far 
as new art is concerned. 
"Gay Semiotics" will 
probably rank as one of the 
most controversial shows to 
have played at the New Image 
Gallery this year. Which in a 
sense is t: *J»ad, because the 
gallery has been the host to 
some of the freshest ideas in 
the arts to have appeared at 
JMU this semester. The 
Gallery's operators and 
curators have made con- 
sistently challenging and 
intelligent selections erf works 
to be shown in the Gallery this 
year. From Larry Clark to 
Hal Fischer, it has shown the 
best recent photography to 
have come up the Valley. 
For this Gallery to succeed, 
now and in the future, it needs 
the support of the student 
body and faculty on a con- 
sistent basis. 
New Image Gallery is the 
one University supported 
location where the work of 
outstanding - contemporary 
photographers can be shown. 
Marshall Tucker fuses 
country, jazz influences 
THE BREEZE, Friday, April 11, 1960, Page 13 
rArtfile  
By BRYAN POWELL; 
Ah, time again for another 
record review. This week's 
assignment: "Tenth," the 
newest album by the Marshall 
Tucker Band. For a critic who 
is not intimately familiar with 
the band's music, several 
impressions come to mind— 
cowboy hats.."can't you 
see"...good ol' boys..."Fire on 
the Mountain"... 
When most people think of 
The Marshall Tucker Band, 
these are the things that come 
to mind—certain hit singles, 
or the stereotypical cowboy 
image. While these are im- 
portant aspects of Marshall 
Tucker, this album displays 
much more variety than one 
would expect from a band 
we've come to know best for 
these reasons. 
Fans who associate the 
Tucker band with hard edged 
country rock, like Molly 
Hatchet's "Gator Country," 
or the interminable live jam 
on Lynyrd Skynyrd's "Free 
Bird," won't get what they 
expect from this LP. "Tenth" 
is warm and jazzy. In fact, 
guitarist Toy Caldwell and 
producer Stuart Levine both 
define the Tucker sound as 
"country jazz." This LP in- 
deed shows strong jazz in- 
fluences, along with a 
diversity which elevates it 
above the level of most 
country rock 
AMONG THE tunes on this 
album which display this 
diversity are "Without You," 
''See You One More Time," 
"Gospel Singin' Man," and 
"Sing My Blues." Each of 
these songs represents a 
different aspect of the Tucker 
band's talent and appeal. 
"Without You" features a 
light, jazzy guitar pattern and 
a peaceful, easy pace. The 
amount of jazz guitar on this 
album, is as previously stated, 
a pleasant surprise. 
"See You One More Time" 
has more of a country flavor 
than does "V, 
both in terms of music arid 
lyrical content. It also 
features a thin, clean guitar 
line whitti might remind 
many people of Dire Straits. 
"Gospel Singin Man" is just 
what one might expect it to be. 
Done in a straight country 
gospel style which goes way 
back, the sound is obviously 
black-influ,enced   and   rural. 
"Sing My Blues," on the 
other hand, kicks back and 
rocks in a true southern 
fashion, chock full of 
rebellious energy. 
While the range of this 
band's music is the most 
striking impression made by 
this LP, much of the material 
fits into the typical Tucker 
stereotypes (no doubt 
deliberately). For example, 
"Cattle Drive" shoots for the 
pure cowboy image, but is 
dissappointing for two 
reasons—one being its ex- 
cessive, length (over six 
minutes) and the other its 
lyrical weakness: 
Hired me on as a greenhorn 
I didn't know a rope from a 
horse 
But I wanted to be a cowboy 
So I took the job, of course 
Some of the music on the LP 
seems a little flat and over- 
produced—stale probably 
describes it best. This in- 
cludes a long instrunental, 
"Jirrii"   (no.   not   Hendrix) 
which, with its long, loping 
bass line and loose, sustained 
guitar melody, is initially very 
anywhere, and its brevity "is 
therefore welcome. 
Overall, however, this is a 
fine album. While at times the 
production is a little too 
smooth, this flaw usually goes 
unnoticed. Doug Gray handles 
the vocals in his strong, 
distinctive style, and the 
guitar work of Toy Caldwell 
and George McCorkle is crisp 
and finely polished. The lyrics 
are usually at least passable, 
alternating between friendly 
warmthandblue 
retrospection. At one point 
though, on "Disillusion," the 
band pulls the proverbial 
rabbit out of the lyrical hat: 
You know this life of rock and 
roll, 
Can be a devil with two heads. 
Do you sell your soul for the 
smell of gold. 
Or live for the music instead? 
A simple question, plainly 
stated, but one any artist of 
any stature must face at some 
time. 
In spite of these occasional 
serious lyrical moments, the 
mood which this album gives 
off is laid back and friendly. 
The band does very well at 
establishing a personal 
rapport with the audience. 
Undoubtedly, their concert 
performances would, if serve 
to magnify this likeability. 
On "Tenth," Marshall 
Tucker's attempts to fuze jazz 
progressions with country 
lyrics and mood are im- 
pressive and usually well- 
planned. For someone who 
knows the band only through 
cowboy love songs and their 
country boy image, this album 
is a revelation, for it displays 
not only the varying styles 
bfthe Marshall Tucker Band, 
but, on a wider scale, exposes 
the inaccuracy and invalidity 
of stereotypes in general. 
'Adventures in Utopia* bombs 
By BRYAN POWELL 
QUESTION: What do you get 
when you combine a 
technologically innovative 
band with expert production, 
dashes of disco, new wave, 
and pop music, an upcoming 
television soundtrack and 
futuristic imagry? 
ANSWER: "Adventures in 
Utopia" of course.    - 
Utopia is back with their 
third album, "Adventures in 
Utopia" (Bearsville 
BRK6991). Todd Rundgren is 
the ■""jognize** ^der of^'Ws 
band, which since forming in 
1974, has attempted to explore 
the limits of pop music, using 
all the electronics, 
technology,   and   production 
abilities at their disposal. 
Given the acknowledeged 
overall talent that this group 
possesses, it is very surprising 
that this album isn't better 
than it is. While it does have 
its high points, this LP is 
basically harsh, uneven and 
superficial. While this band 
may be genuinely sincere, 
their efforts do not succeed 
here. 
Songs like "The Road to 
Utopia," "Caravan," and 
"Shot in the Dark." suffer 
from a harsh uneven sound, 
and group vocals that, are 
inefective. The result is that a 
fev'B intere«»i»ifl iy'-yal 
passages are lostThe lyrics, 
for the most part, are no more 
than adequate. Utopia's 
lyrical attempts to speak of 
the boredom of the work ethic, 
people in power, bitter 
vengence, bad love 
relationships and better times 
fail as often as they succeed. 
Somehow, the listener gets 
much less than he expects 
from this album. 
SOME CUTS do stand out, 
however. The best is "Love 
Alone," a soft, melodic song in 
which synthesizers are used to 
duplicate the vocalist's 
melody line. This synthesized 
sound, along with the vocal 
backing used on this song, 
produce an effect not unlike a 
meshing of Queen and the 
Beatles around the time of the 
"Set. Pepper" LP (think of 
"She's Leaving Home"). 
Another tune, uses a heavily 
distorted guitar riff and lyrics 
that survive an awful group 
vocal: 
Pick up your arms was the 
call. 
So I picked up my Fender and 
ran down the hall, 
Back to the fields and forests. 
Now I am one of them. - 
These two songs are the 
«"
K!l»effecti*"»l combinations 
of electric technology and 
imagination on the LP. Two 
other tunes, "You Make Me 
Crazy," with its simple, 
autonomic beat, and "Second 
Nature," pure Todd Rundgren 
pop, are also pleasing. 
Overall, however, the LP is 
ineffective. Utopia's attempts 
to blend conventional forms of 
contemporary music and 
electronics simply do not 
work. One reason is the 
almost painful group vocals 
which dominate the album. 
Another may be the excessive 
presence of synthesizers and. 
other keyboards, and the 
crowded, cluttered overall 
feel of the LP. Whatever the 
reason, this LP, and this band, 
are still a long' way from 
Utopia. 
Art submissions 
Art submissions selected for use in the 1980 Chrysalis 
are now available to be picked up in the Art department 
office in Duke Fine Arts Center. 
Office Hours: 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Any questions con- 
cerning Chrysalis submissions should be directed to 
Dean C. Honeycutt, Chrysalis editor, 434-0253. 
Chrysalis 
Arts Alive 
The James Madison University School of Fine Arts 
and Communication will sponsor an "Arts Alive" day on 
the Warren University Patio, Saturday, April 12. 
Demonstrations of batik, ceramics, jewelry, painting, 
weaving and the hand spinning of wool will highlight the 
event. 
Other highlights of the show will include a large 
exhibition of student art and performances by the String 
Quartet, Percussion Ensemble, Madison Singers, 
Women's Concert Choir and the Modern Dance and Folk 
Ensemble will perform. 




The Annual JMU Undergraduate Student Art Exhibition 
will be on display April 14-25, 1980. All undergraduate 
students currently enrolled at JMU are eligible. All 
entries are due Friday, April 11 and must be delivered to 
the Duke Fine Arts Building, room A207 between 4-7 
p.m. A maximum of 3 works per student may be sub- 
mitted. All art work must ve ready to hang-exhibit Each 
piece must have two completed identification labels 
attached to the front-top. These labels can be obtained in 
the Art Office. Works will be juried on Saturday and 
rejected work must be picked up Sunday, April 13 in 
room A207 between 1-3 p.m. The Opening Reception is 
Monday, April 14 at 8:00 p.m. The ten Awards of Merit 
will be presented at 8:30 p.m. The Exhibition ends April 
25 and all work from the show must be picked up 
Saturday, April 26 in the Sawhill Gallery between 1-3 
p.m. Any questions, call the Art Office at 6216. 
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Archeological dig offers students credit, pay 
'Studyitq the past is the only way to get a real perspective on what we are.9 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
Archeological research and 
a camp in the mountains are 
providing summer school 
students with the opportunity 
to study in a living and 
learning environment 
Through * a contract 
awarded to James Madison 
University, students and 
faculty can spend eight weeks 
this summer studying the 
history and prehistory of a 
section of the Jackson River 
Valley in Bath County. 
This area eventually will be 
the site of a man-made lake, 
according to Clarence Geier, 
co-project director and 
associate professor of an- 
thropology at JMU. However, 
by law, before the lake can be 
constructed, the physical 
remains of the area must first 
be studied. 
"Most people benefit most 
from the total social ex- 
perience," Geier said  "For 
eight  weeks,   they   become 
Scholarships available 
to HRM students here 
Two scholarships recipients 
will receive a two-week, all- 
expense-paid trip to Germany 
in June 1980. The winners will 
fly to Germany on Uiftansa 
German Airlines, where they 
will join wine professionals 
from around the world at H. 
Sichel Sohne's internationally 
known wine school in Mainz. 
In a five-day comprehensive 
wine course they will taste 
more than 100 different wines, 
meet with local wine experts 
and visit the notable 
Rheingau, Rheinhessen and 
Rheinpfalz wine regions and 
will participate In local 
educational and cultural 
activities. 
All students registered in 
the department of hotel and 
restaurant management at 14 
institutions are eligible for 
participation in die Blue Nun 
Scholarship Program. They 
are: California Culinary 
Academy, Cornell University, 
Culinary Institute of America, 
Florida International 
University, James Madison 
University, Johnson and 
Wales College, Michigan State 
University, New York 
Community College, Purdue 
University, Santa Barbara 
City College, University of 
Denver, University of 
Houston, University of 
Minnesota, University of 
Nevada. 
A panel of nationally known 
food and wine experts, in- 
cluding Hank Rubin, Terry 
Robards and Ruth Ellen 
Church will select the two 
scholarship winners from 
among 14 finalists, one from 
each of the participating 
schools. * 
The winners will be chosen 
on the basis of the most 
imaginative wine promotion 
program for a white 
tablecloth restaurant. Plans 
could* include original ideas 
for wine festivals, tastings, 
special events, holiday or 
theater tie-ins. Entrants will 
also be required to prepare a 
balanced, well-constructed 
wine list in terms of price and 
selection. A May an- 
nouncement of the winners is 
scheduled 
i   I 
<THE CFATRER 
by August Strindberg 
April 15-20 8 p.m. 
Latimer -Schaefier Theatre 
Tickets. *   Adults $2/50 
JMU ID. $150 
other students $L00 
Reservations : 433-6260 
HSPAM   ' 
FATHER 
&!?(£* BIT. 
totally dependent on each 
other?' 
STUDENTS CAN par- 
ticipate in this study and 
research either for academic 
credit or for pay. Participants 
will work as part of a team 
and receive thorough training] 
in the techniques, skills and 
methodology of        an- 
thropological archeology. 
Experience can be gained by 
participation in a survey of 
the mountains that border the 
Jackson River Valley and 
excavation of a series of ar- 
cheological sites. 
Some 30 students will be 
employed by the JMU Ar- 
cheological Field School. Paid 
field positions will be given to 
past field school members and 
trained personnel, while other 
participants have the op- 
portunity to receive full 
tuition, room and board, and 
as many as 10 senior-level 
credits. 
Mash camp tents, con- 
taining heat and electricity, 
will provide rooming for the 
students, who will be studying 
in the high mountains of 
western Virginia. 
PARTICIPANTS WILL 
work 10 hours a day for four 
days a week. 
Geier believes the human 
experience is the program's 
biggest attraction since 
success is based upon working 
together. 
According to Geier, the 
program is very successful, 
and usually more applications 
are filed than can be accepted. ■Recipients are accepted on 
the basis of many factors, he 
noted, however adding that 
camping experience is a 
special consideration. 
The program not only ac- 
cepts JMU students but also 
those from other academic 
institutions.    According    to 
Geier, this year the program 
has been especially successful 
in sparking off-campus in- 
terest from all over the 
country. 
The purpose of the research 
and study is to uncover 
remains that reveal the people 
themselves, Geier said, ex- 
plaining that studying the past 
is "the only way to get a real 
perspective on what we are. 
It's a matter of totally ex- 
ploring what it means to be 
human." 
Geier noted that the value of 
the study has been recognized 
at the federal level, par- 
ticularly since JMU was 
awarded the government 
contract for the program. 
Students interested in the 
program should contact 
Clarence Geier at 217 John- 
ston Hall (433-3243). A limited 
number of positions are 
available and the program 
requires pre-registration. 
j * 
To leave the world behind and ride 
before the wind. You go tor it 
Making the most of now. 
From the lite you live to the beer you 
drink. And since 1849. the beer that 
makes the most out ot lite is Schlitz. 
9 Go for it i 
& Schlitz makes it great. 
-« 
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A brief look at what's happening around the nation, around the world 
Chief Dalton 
RICHMOND (AP)-Gov. John Dalton pointedly 
reminded state agencies Wednesday he is the 
chief and they are the indians when it comes to 
complaining about budget cuts to the federal 
government. 
He called the state Council of Criminal 
Justice on the carpet and chided it for taking 
complaints to Washington without notifying 
him first. 
"I felt members of the council should un- 
derstand they are not separate and apart from 
state government," Dalton told a hastily called 
news conference following the meeting. 
At its session last week, the council blasted 
proposed cuts in Law Enforcement Assistance 
Agency funds to Virginia and sent a resolution 
to Virginia members of Congress venting their 
feelings. 
Another Kepone? 
HOPEWELL, VA. (AP)- Low concentrations 
of ammonia vapors escaped from a pipeline at 
the Allied Chemical Corp. here, apparently 
causing a fish kill in a receiving stream run- 
ning from the chemical plant to the James 
River. 
Some 200 to 300 dead catfish were found 
Tuesday in Bailey Bay, which lies between 
Gravelly Run, the receiving stream, and the 
river, said Ray R. Jenkins of the State Water 
Control Board. Jenkins said the fish probably 
come out of Gravelly Run and most likely were 
killed by the ammonia. 
The spill occured about 11:30 a.m. Tuesday 
along a pipeline leading from a fertilizer 
solution storage tank, said Samuel B. 
Richeson, Allied's supervisor of employee 
relations. The spill was contained about two 
hours later. 
Hostage status 
WASHINGTON (AP)- The United States will 
concent rate in coming days on trying to 
determine the status of the American hostages 
in the U.S. Embassy in Tehran and working to' 
improve the conditions under which they aft 
being held, a key administration official says.' 
The official, who discussed aspects of the 
Iranian crisis Tuesday with the understanding 
he would not be identifies, said the Carter 
administration plans to test the Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini's public statement that 
Iran is prepared to prove the hostages are 
being well cared for by their militant captors. 
The official's remarks suggested that the 
administration, while issuing purposely vague 
threats about future action the United States 
may take against Iran, is nonetheless prepared 
for detention of the hostages to continue for 
some time. 
In a Tehran radio broadcast today, the 
militants holding the hostages threatened to 
kill all of the captives immediately if the 
United States takes military action against 
Iran. 
Administation official declined immedialte 
comment on the threat. 
Woman body builder 
ATLANTIC CITY(AP)- As gamblers hooted 
and whistled from the audience, a statuesque 
Texan with powerful shoulders who credited 
her "combination of muscularity and 
femininity" was named the nation's best 
dressed woman body builder. 
"I try to show my body to its best ad- 
vantage," said Rachel McLish, 24, of 
Harlingen, after she defeated 29 other women 
Tuesday to win the United States Women's 
Body Building Championship. 














The Breeze is now accepting applicants for its 1980-81 staff.    Most positions are paid on 
undergraduate scholarships.      Ads salespersons are   paid by commission and ads designers and typists are 
paid by the hour.    Anyone interested in applying should send a letter describing qualffications to 
Cindy Eknore, c/o The Breeze no later than Monday, April 24.    If you hare any questions, please call 6127. 
1 
Bright future? 
NEW YORK(AP)- It may only be a product of 
spring or impatience or the human need for 
hope, but some of the fellows who try to tell us 
what the future holds seem to be smiling oc- 
casionally. 
Walter Wriston, Citicorp chairman, sees 
interest rates tumbling by autumn. Charles 
Schultze, chairman of the President's council 
of economic advisers, expects inflation to 
plunge at the same time. 
Even Julian Snyder, bearish publisher of 
"International Moneyline," declares a peak in 
interest rates finally is at hand, and that the 
high rate of inflation will fall sharply by the 
year's third quarter. 
Those who study forecasters, however, 
always wait for the smile to wear off, and then 
they listen to the bad news. The bad news is 
that anything good is accompanied almost 
always by something bad. 
Such as recession and rising unemployment. 
Snyder, who feels any drop in prices and 
interest rates will be temporary, warns that 
1929 will happen again. ''Become a master 
mariner of change," he says, "because that is 
the only certainty." 
Schultze told a National Press Club audience 
this week that signs of a recession were 
growing, and he conceded that even if interest 
"fates drop sharply the underlying rate will 
remain around 9 percent. 
Traffic jam 
NEW YORK (AP)- New York commuters were 
tied up Wednesday in the worst traffic jams 
since a bus and subway strike began nine days 
ago. Strikers took to the streets to harass 
motorists and 1 million students and teachers 
returned to school. 
Strikers vowed that $1 million in fines levied 
against their unions would not force them back 
to work. 
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JMU takes two tournament championships 
BY RICH AMACHER 
Jeff Bostic captured, first- 
place medalist honors while 
leading the James Madison 
University golf team to its 
second consecutive tour- 
nament championship. 
The Dukes, defending 
champions of the William & 
Mary Invitational, retained 
their title coasting to an easy 
victory. The tournament was 
held at the Kingsmill country- 
dub Monday and Tuesday. 
Bostic fired rounds of 72 and 
74 including" five birdies for a 
146 total. With his fine per- 
formance, Bostic earned a 
gold watch and he finished 
just one stroke off the in- 
dividual record set by JMU's 
Mike Movers last year. 
Coach Drew Balog ex- 
pressed satisifaction with the 
Dukes' accomplishments over 
the past five days. 
"I am happy with the 
performance overall," he 
said. "We didn't expect to do 
this well. It's icing on the cake 
for this year." Balog added 
that next year JMU will have 
one of the most awsome golf 
programs on the East coast. 
Individually     the    Dukes 
again portrayed excellence. 
Freshman Jimmy King, who 
placed fourth at the W&M 
Invitational during the fall, 
found it a comfortable position 
to occupy in the spring as well. 
King shot rounds of 75 and 79 
for a 154 total proving he is 
among the states best golfers. 
Mark "Moose" Carnavale 
was close behind with rounds 
of 76 and 80 for a 156 sixth 
place finish. 
The Dukes other freshman 
Tim Lyons showed promise 
for the upcoming state 
tournament posting scores of 
82 and 80 for a 162 total. 
Barry Wirt had some 
definite problems according 
to   Balog.    Wirt's    two-day 
scores of 85 and 84 left Balog 
somewhat concerned. 
"Barry is one of our better 
players and he must come 
around by Saturday," Balog 
said. "Right now he is striking 
the ball badly, but hopefully 
he will work things out this 
week." 
The Dukes who have played 
consistent golf all Spring were 
in command of the W&M 
Invitational from the start. 
JMU took a six-stroke first- 
round lead and eventually won 
by 16. In second day activity 
Old Dominion closed within 
five at the turn towards the 
second nine. The Dukes came 
on strong to put the Monarchs 
away for good on the back 
nine. 
JMU finished with a team 
score of 619 followed by ODU's 
635. Lynchburg claimed third 
with a 650. W&M placed third 
at 654 and Richmond came in 
fifth shooting a 660. 
The Dukes have now placed 
first ahead of 40 teams in their 
last two tournaments. 
Supremacy for the state golf 
championship will be decided 
this weekend on the Lower 
Cascades golf course part of 
the Homestead, located in Hot 
Springs Va. 
Riding a two tournament 
high the Dukes should have a 
good chance to win. JMU 
faces its stiffest competition 
from     the     University     of 
Virginia. 
"I'd have to say it's going to 
be a toss up between us and 
UVA," said Balog. "We've 
beaten them twice but both 
times it was close." 
JMU entered the state 
tournament with its best team 
ever last season and finished a 
dismal fourth. Past memories 
should provide an added in- 
centive to lay claim to the title 
this weekend. 
Pressure will not be a factor 
at all, but King and Lyons 
have been there before. Balog 
believes they are good golfers 
who will not let it bother them. 
"The two freshman have 
produced very well this 
spring. If they continue to 
produce like they have we 
should win the state." 
Senior Bostic has the best 
chance of any JMU golfer to 
win the individual medalist. 
Bostic tied for first his fresh- 
man year, but lost in a playoff. 
He placed third his sophomore 
year and sixth last season. 
"Bostic is pumped up.  I 
think he has  a  very  good 
.chance to win and he wants 
this one badly." 
Archery team captures second at Nationals 
Team hosts Olympic trails this weekend 
HARRISBURG, Pa.-The 
James Madison University 
archery team finished second 
in the mixed team division at 
last weekend's (April 54) U.S. 
Indoor Archery Cham- 
pionships. 
JMU also placed third in the 
women's division and fifth in 
the men's division at the 
tournament, which attracted 
more than 400 of the nation's 
.best archers. 
JMU's top finisher was 
freshman Rob Kaufhold, who 
shot an 1102 to take sixth in the 
men's division. The women's 
team was led by sophomore 
Janet McCullough, who 
finished eighth with a 1065. 
Other top JMU finishers 
included junior Sandy 
Williams, 12th in the women's 
division with a 1030; freshman 
Sue King, 15th with a 1007; 
sophomore Johnny Grace, 
13th in the men's divison with 
a 1067; and sophomore Steve 
Falzone, 14th with a 1063. 
Indiana State won team 
titles in the women's and 
mixed team division, while 
Atlantic Community College 
took top honors in the men's 
division. 
James Madison University 
will be the site of a pre- 
Olympic qualifying archery 
tournament this Saturday and 
Sunday (April 12 & 13). 
Some 40 to 50 archers are 
expected to compete in the 
tournament, according to 
JMU archery coach Margaret 
Horn. 
The number of participants 
is down from past years, 
possibly due to the United 
States' intended boycott of the 
summer Olympics, Horn said. 
Among those archers ex- 
pected this weekend is 1973 
World Archery Champion 
Linda Myers, a member of the 
U.S. Olympic Archery Team 
in 1972 and 1976. Former JMU 
All-America archers Rick 
Riser and Ray Stone will also 
shoot, along with members of 
the JMU archery team, which 
includes sophomore All- ' 
America  Janet  McCullough. 
Rod Hoover, one of the top 
men's archers in the East, is 
also expected to participate. 
In additon, nine elite ar- 
chers from Quebec will be 
competing, said Horn. 
Archers competeing in the 
tournament will try to attain a 
qualifying score for the 
tryouts   for   the   1960   U.S. 
Olympic Team. Men must 
shoot qualifying scores of 1100 
or better and women must 
surpass the 1050 mark to 
qualify for the tryouts. 
Four qualifying scores are 
required for eligibility for the 
Olympic Team tryouts. 
The maximum score for the 
tournament, a FITA round, is 
1400. The round consists of 144 
arrows shot at distances of 30, 
50, 70 and 90 meters. FITA is 
the International Federation 
of Target Archers, the world 
governing body for archery. 
This marks the seventh 
consecutive year the JMU has 
hosted a FITA round. 
The 70- and 90-meter rounds 
will be shot on Saturday (April 
12) beginning at 1 p.m., and 
Sunday's (April 13) rounds at 
30 and 50 meters are 
scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. 
The competiton will be held 
on the archery field east of 
Godwin     Hall. 
Old-Times game completes spring camp 
By DAVID HERRELL 
The      James      Madison 
University football program 
has finally made the big time 
with the institution of an old- 
timers game that will be 
played tomorrow at 4:00 in the 
afternoon. 
That's right, stars from past 
JMU squads will hobble out 
onto the field Saturday for one 
last hurrah. The old timers 
game, referred to as an 
alumni game to make the old 
guys feel they aren't over the 
hill, will be free and both this 
year's team and the alumni 
hope it will be a yearly thing. 
"I think an alumni game 
will stir up more interest than 
an intra-squad scrimmage. 
People want to see some of 
these guys play again," 
alumni player Jim Caldwell 
said. 
Caldwell will be just one of 
37 former players who will be 
returning for the game. The 
players range from 1976 
graduates to seniors who 
played on this fall's 4-6 team. 
Back will be such standouts 
as swingback Len Fields, who 
scored the first touchdown in 
JMU's history in 1973 in the 
first victory. On top of that, he 
was the MVP of the team that 
year. 
Other memborables include 
Ron Stith, MVP in 1975 and 
also the all-time leading 
rusher. He was named Rich- 
mond Touchdown Club's 
College Division Player of the 
Year in 1975. 
The alumni team will have 
four former Ail-Americans 
playing for them: Bob Logan, 
Woody Bergeria, Warren 
Coleman and Joe Showker. 
Logan received Associated 
Press Division honors in 1976 
as a sophomore defensive 
back. In that same year the 
Oxon Hill, Md. native set a 
JMU record with seven in- 
terceptions, which still stands. 
Bergeriawho is making the 
trip back from Minnesota, 
where he handles heavy mine 
equipment, was a Division III 
choice by the AP in 1975 and 
1977. He   also   was   first 
Division    III    Kodak    all 
america in 1977. 
Coleman was a second team 
Academic All-America in 1977 
and a first team selection in 
1978. Showker was also an 
academic all-american in 
1978. 
People will remember 
Bergeria as a tough defensive 
lineman who hit as hard as 
anyone JMU has ever had. 
Coleman will be on the of- 
fensive line and Showker will 
handle the kicking duties. 
Former quarterbacks will 
be in abundance for the 
alumni. Leslie Branich, John 
Bowers and Stan Jones have 
all conceded to play. Jones 
won't s'ee any duty at quar- 
terback though, because of a 
lack of tight ends. Lee 
. Walters, a 1980 graduate will 
be the other tight end, but 
" '■ becuase 'Of' kidney problems.. 
won't see much action. 
Bowers, the all-time leading 
passer, will be the starter for 
the alumni. His past honors 
include being named MVP for 
the Dukes in 1977 and 1978. 
Branich, an All-Virginia 
College Association selection 
in 1974 and 1975, will be his 
hn/»|rnn 
The football team is hearing 
the end of its spring practice 
period and JMU head coach 
Challace McMillin is bi ttling 
the problem every football 
coach dreads—injuries. 
McMillin's principal con- 
cern after five weeks of spring 
practice is the defensive line 
where no less than eight 
players are out with injuries 
including returning lettermen 
Ted Hoy son, Boo Murphy, 
John Skelly and Jim Visich 
Calvin Lawrence, who missed 
all of last season with a knee 
injury suffered in a pre-season 
scrimmage, is also out 
"The number of injuries 
we've had along the defensive 
line really limits what we can 
do," McMillin said. "We're 
hoping that the injuries aren't 
going to keep any of the 
players out next fall, but they 
won't be back this spring. It 
hampers their learning and it 
makes it difficult for us to 
accomplish many of the things 
we'd hope to accomplish 
during the spring." 
The defensive line isn't the 
only area hit by injuries. 
Running back Chuck May is 
out with a broken leg and 
defensive  back'Philip  Fritz' 
has a knee injury. 
Despite the injuries, Mc- 
Millin has been pleased with 
JMU's spring workouts. 
"We've been able to 
evaluate some players in new 
areas, look at some new 
concepts and have been able 
to take some new people and 
introduce them to our 
system," McMillin said. 
Key newcomers include 
junior college transfers Jeff 
Wallin (TE—Ferrum), Bryan 
Moore (RB—Lees-McRae) 
and Jeff Wilson (DL— 
Potomac State). 
"It really helps if we can 
introduce our new players into 
the system in the spring," 
McMillin said. "That way we 
can see how they fit in and 
don't have to go three weeks in 
the fall before finding 
something out." 
McMillin and his staff are 
also looking at some key 
position changes. Among the 
major changes are Clyde Hoy 
from defensive guard to 
linebacker, Frankie Walker 
from quarterback to defensive 
secondary and Vince Ficara 
from the defensive line to the 
offensive line. Hoy has been a 
starter at defensive guard for 
the Dukes the last two season, 
while Walker was a back-up to 
quarterback Tom Bowles last 
fall. Ficara saw a lot of action 
along the defensive line for 
JMU last season. 
■ •   (Continued on Page 17)''' ' 
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Dukes'streak stops at 11 before toppingOneota 
By BICH AMACHER 
Sophomores Dave Blondino 
and Warner Crumb turned in 
a pair of fine pitching efforts 
to lead James Madison 
Universiy to a double-header 
sweep of Oneota State Wed- 
nesday. 
Blondino   sprinkled   seven 
; hits while allowing just one 
run and struck our five in a six 
I inning stint. The win upped his 
j record to 6-0. 
The Dukes erruped early 
establishing a four-run first- 
inning lead. Jim Knicely, Phil 
Titus and Tom Bocock all 
singled and scored while 
Dennis Knight slugged a two- 
run double to highlight the 
inning.        ,.   - 
JMU scored twice more in 
the second when Titus socked 
his second of three hits, a 
triple to drive-in Jeff Kidd and 
Lorenzo Bundy. 
Homers by Bocock in the 
third and Bundy's two-run 
shot in the sixth increased the 
Dukes lead to 10-1. 
Bundv now has 10 homers 
two short of Jim Barbe's 
record set in 1975. 
The Indians scored three 
runs off relievers Bennie 
Hackley in the seventh. 
In the second game Crumb 
allowed one run on three hits 
and struck out six as he went 
the distance. 
JMU scored runs in the 
third and fourth innings to 
stake a 2-0 dead. 
* Dukes 
(Continued from Page 16) 
The offensive line, 
linebacker and the defensive 
secondary were areas that 
McMillin planned to look at 
closely during the spring 
practice period. He is 
cautiously optimistic about 
what he has seen. 
"I think we're going to be all 
right if we can avoid in- 
juries," McMillin said. 
"We're a little thin depth wise 
at some positions right now 
and we're going to be counting 
on new comers to provide 
depth for us." 
That brings up the question 
of JMU's recruiting effort this 
year. 
"I   feel   good   about   our 
recruiting   year,"   McMillin 
said. "I think we've recruited 
some good athletes and I think 
we've had a better recruiting 
year than we had a year ago." 
"We were better organized 
this year because we knew we 
were going to be  recruiting 
scholarship athletes from the 
begnning   and   I'm   pleased 
with      the     group     we've 
[recruited," McMillin saiu. "I 
i think we've got some players ■that can contribute right away 
land provide the depth we need 
in certain areas." 
Spring practice has given 
the JMU coach ;s a chance to 
evaluate their players, but it 
ms also given the players an 
opportunity to gain addtional 
ixperience in the JMU 
system. One playei in par- 
icular that should benefit 
rom that experience is 
towles. The Richmond native 
vas baptized under fire last 
'all when he became JMU's 
itarting quarterback as a 
reshman. 
"Tom should really benefit 
rom the work this spring," 
dcMillin said. "He's .getting , 
OS. got a run in the fifth, 
but the Dukes errupted in the 
bottom half of the inning 
tallying four. 
Jeff Cempre ripped a single 
Kst the Indians second- 
seman Jim Lorano driving 
in Bundy and Titus. Cempre 
later stole home on a double 
steal. 
Al Smith smacked a double 
to left knocking home Bocock. 
Crumb easily retired the 
order in both the sixth and 
seventh innings to up his 
record to 3-0. 
The victories increased 
JMU's record to 21-6. 
Coach Brad Bobcock at- 
tributed the sweep to fun- 
damental defense and sound 
pitching. 
"Both pitchers did a super 
job," he said. "We played 
good degense and hit the ball 
well enough to win." 
The Dukes are enjoying one 
of their best seasons ever. 
Injuries may be the only 
obstacle preventing this team 
from reaching the NCAA 
playoff. 
Hot-hitting catches Russell 
Dickerson has missed the last 
three games and may be out of 
the line-up for at least 10 days. 
He is suffering from an injury 
to his right arm. Bundy, 
Knicely, Kidd and Titus are 
visibly limping at times ac- 
cording to Bobcock. 
"We are in a situation where 
we could  win more games 
than we ever have," Bobcock. 
"I've never had so many 
players injured at one time. 
Losing Dickerson really hurts. 
We miss his stabiliy behind 
the plate and of course his 
Women's track 
bat," he added. 
Monday the Dukes had a 11- 
game winning streak broken 
when The University of Rich- 
mond took a controversial 
game 3-2. 
The Dukes scored in the 
eigth when Bundy scored on 
an error by University of 
Richmond's first baseman. 
JMU threatened again in the 
ninth scoring a run, but left 
the bases loaded. 
JMU tops records, opponents 
the opportunity to „ain more 
experience in live situations 
and he has the chance to work 
on some Httle things that we 
often don't have time for in the 
fall." 
An area that McMillin has 
been very pleased with this 
spring is the JMU kicking 
game. 
By MARIA GROSZ 
It was a dreary, rainy day 
but the James Madison 
University women's track 
team shattered many stadium 
and school records to defeat 
four teams here Tuesday. 
JMU had 108 points com- 
pared to William and Mary 57, 
Gallaudet College 31, Hamp- 
ton Institute 28, and Eastern 
Mennonite College 3. 
Of the ten stadium and 
school records that fell JMU 
had six of them. 
The 4000-meter relay team 
of Amy Riopel, Noel Deskins, 
Karen Baltimore and Kim 
Bosse took the old-stadium 
and school record of 51.0 and 
lowered the time to 49.13. 
Deskins also took the 200- 
meter dash record of 27.4 
(stadium) and 26.6 (school) to 
a speedy time of 25.96. 
Other stadium records 
which JMU women topped 
were the 1500-meter run by 
LeAnn Buntrock with a time 
of 4:45.39 surpassing the old 
record by about 14 seconds. 
Susan Broaddus in the 800- 
meter run was timed at 
2:20.99 which improved the 
record by aobut three 
seconds. 
The mile-relay team con- 
sisting of Ellen Decker, 
Deskins, Bosse and Suzi 
Shreckhise also dropped the 
record by about two seconds 
to a 4:06.18. 
In the long jump, the school 
record was broken by Riopel 
with a leap of 17'5 . Beth 
Lippard in the discus placed 
second and threw a new school 
record of 116'9" bettering the 
old record by about five in- 
ches. 
Other top finishers in the 
meet were Shreckhise in the 
400-meter hurdles with a time 
of 1:07.23 and Baltimore in the 
100-meter dash with a time of 
12.93. 
The women travel to UNC- 
Chapel Hill this weekend to 
compete in the Carolina 
Relays hoping to improve 
their personal bests and 
possibly bring home more 
schxil records. 
Four James Madison 
University women's track and 
field records were broken at 
last weekend's (April 4-5) 
Colonial Relays held in Rich- 
mond. 
The JMU mile relay learn 
finished fourth in a school- 
record time of 4:03.4, 
breaking the old record of 
4:12.5. Members of the team 
were freshmen Amy Riopel 
(Charlottesville, Va.) and 
Noel Deskins (Arlington, 
Va.), sophomore Ellen Decker 
(Falls   Church,    Va.)    and 
senior Kim Bosse  (Reister- 
stown, Md.) 
JMU's two-mile relay team 
of freshman Suzi Shreckhise 
(Weyers Cave, Va.) and 
sophomores Anita Sutton 
(Severna Park, Md.), LeAnn 
Buntrock (Leesburg, Va.) and 
Susan Broaddus (Milford, 
Va.) ran a school-record of 
9:31.7 to place sixth in the 
relay. The old JMU record 
was 9:51.0 
Buntrock also set a JMU 
record in the 1500-meter run 
where she finished seventh in 
a time of 4:42.4, breaking her 
own record of 4:47.5. 
Freshman Beth Lippard 
(Alexandria, Va.) surpassed 
her own discus record of 
111'8" with a throw of 112'4". 
Amy Riopel also tied the 
JMU record in the 100-meter 
dash with a time of :13.1. 
JMU will participate in the 
Carolina Relays in Chapel 
Hill, N.C., on Saturday (April 
12). 
Duchesses9 golf finishes 
third at Kingsmill Course 
The James Madison- 
University women's golf team 
finished third Wednesday 
(April 2) in a four-team match 
hosted by William and Mary 
at the Kingsmill Golf Course. 
Longwood won the com- 
petition with a team total of 
361, edging William and Mary 
which had a 363. JMU had a 
JMU'S DAVID GLOVER jumped riC In the 
high jump and leaped 49'5" in the triple jump 
at the Colonial Relays during the weekend. He 
then helped the Dukes top VMI. last year's 
o by O Fazio 
state champion, at home in a dual meet 
Wednesday. Look for details of that meet in 
next Tuesday's issue. 
team total of 420 and Mary 
Washington College 451. 
The Ducheses were led by 
junior Brenda Bader (Falls 
Church, Va.), who tied for 
seventh place with a 95. 
JMU will compete at the 
Sweet Briar College 
Inivitational this Friday and 




James Madison University 
junior David Glover (Glad- 
stone, Va.) finished third in 
the high jump and fourth in 
the triple jump for the Dukes 
at the Colonial Relays last 
weekend (April 4-5). 
Glover cleared the bar at. 
6*10" in the high jump and had 
an effort of 49'5" in the triple 
jump. 
Two JMU rcords were 
established at the Colonial 
Relays. 
Senior Mike Benshoff 
(Fredericksburg, Va.) 
finished fifth in the 1,500 
meter run and established a 
school record with a time of 
3:44.5. Benshoff held the 
previous JMU record of 
3:47.3. 
Senior Richard Ferguson 
(Appomattox, Va.) 
established a JMU record 
with a time of 30:15 in the 
10,000 meters. Ferguson held 
the previous JMU record of 
30:24.9. He finished nth in the 
event at the Colonial Relays. 
The Dukes will compete in 
their first dual meet of the 
season on Wednesday (April 
9) when they host VMI at 
Madison Stadium. That meet 
is scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. 
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Athlete of the week 
Holt rides equitation 
team to fourth 
>■   j\ 
SWEET BRIAR   The 
James   Madison   University 
Suitation team placed fourth 
onday (April 7) in the 
Virginia Association for In- 
tercollegiate Atheltics for 
Women (VAIAW) Riding 
Championships held at Sweet 
Briar College. 
Sweet Briar accumulated 
1452 points to win the VAIAW 
title. Southern Seminary 
Junior College finished second 
with 1423.5 points, followed by 
Randolph Macon Woman's 
College with 1389 and JMU 
with 1341.5 points. Nine 
Virginia schools participated 
in the three-phase event in 
which riders were judged on 
dressage, cross country riding 
and stadium jumping. 
The Duchesses were led by 
Kim Holt, a junior from 
Fredericksburg, who won the 
cross country event, finished 
seventh in stadium jumping 
and placed 12th in dressage. 
Karen        Cinsavich, a 
sophomore from Richmond, 
placed fifth in stadium jumping and Mary Jones, a junior from Norfolk, also 
competed in the show for 
JMU. 
As a team, JMU took second 
in cross country and stadium jumping and fourth in 
dressage for the Duchesses' 
overall fourth place finish. 
More than 40 riders par- 
ticipated in the show. 
The Duchesses will compete 
in an intercollegiate show at 
Virginia Intermont College on 
Sunday (April 13). 
James Madison University junior Kim Holt (Fredericksburg, Va.) won 
the championshiop of the 
student. working hunter 
division Saturday (April 5) at 
the Mary Baldwin College 
Show. 
Holt also took reserve 
championship of the green 
novice hunter and open 
equitation divisions. She was 
the only JMU rider to win blue 
ribbons at the show as she won 
four classes in the competion. 
Holt and JMU riders Mary 
Jones (Crdzet, Va.), Karen 
Cinsavich (Richmond, Va.) 
and Cindy Howerin (Norfolk, 
Va.) will represent JMU 
Monday (April 7) at the 
Virginia Association for In- 
tercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (VAIAW) Cham- 
pionships «t Sweet Briar 
College. 
:••''■» 
Kim Holt (above) takes one 
of her four blue ribbons 
at the Mary Baldwin Show, 
while Mary Jones (above right) 
prepares her horse for. 
competition. Linda Zengerl 
(far right) shows her meet form 
and a judge watches 
from a comfortable vantage point. 








ANNE BYRNE MMilHll 
MANHATTAN'   GEORGE GERSHWIN 
AJACK ROLLINS-CHARLES H. JOFFE *.„.. 
WOODY'ALLEN ^ MARSHALL BRICKMAN WOODY ALLEN 
CHARLES H JOFf£ IX ;«F?T ,%REENHJT GORDON WILLIS 
UmtadJIrtMtB [R <«»•»•——-.•»•»—#. 
i    H   e    A    r    N   « 
Friday, April 11 7:30, 10:00 
12:00pm Plus Midnight Special 
Saturday, April 12 7^30, 10:00 only 
G/S Theatre $1.00 
The Three Musketeers 
Monday, April 14 7:30 & 10:00pm 
Tuesday April 15 7:30 & 10:00pm 
G/S Theatre $1.00 
presents 
LORIRECHIN 
SAM WORKMAN a KENNY STONE 
STREET LEVEL 
Friday, April 11 8:00 pm Free!!! 
Chandler Hall 
SPRING     vo 





Godwin Field G0«* 
Carnival and Entertainment 
12:00-4:00 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
Wilson Hall 8:00 pm 
LOUISIANA'S     LEROUX 
special guests star 
JEFF LORBER AND FUSION 
$5.50 w/ID   $6.50 public 
Reserved Seating 
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Classifieds Roommate? By Tom Arvis 
For Sale 
FOR SALE: A couch ill Good 
condition—$15.00, and a bed— 
$10.00. If interested call Sandy 
at 433-1166. 
FOR SALE: 1968 Camaro. 327 
engine.  AC,  power brakes, 
power  steering,   automatic. 
Good   mechanical  condition. 
$950.     434-4685. 
FOR SALE: Five-day condo 
and lift ticket for Smuggler's 
Notch, Vermont. 80-81 season. 
Price variable. Call Torey 433- 
4466. 
TYPING: 80 cents per page. 
Experience in term papers 
ana  master  thesis.   Carbon 
ribbon for clean copy. Phone: 
434-2127. 
COLLEGE TYPING AND 
EDITING SERVICES: Ex- 
pert typing and editing of 
theses, term papers and other 
reports. Paper provided Free 
delivery and pick up. Twenty 
yean of experience. Call 828- 
*S7. 
TYPING: professional work, 
new IBM equipment. Thesis, 
resumes, manuscripts, term 
papers,  etc.   433-8685  days. 
TYPING SERVICE: Over 
10 years experience; 
dissertations, theses, etc. S .80 
Sr page, you furnish paper. 
11 Mrs. Price. 879—9935. 
For Rent 
APARTMENT AVAIALBE 
MAY  THROUGH  AUGUST: 
Very close to JMU. Rent is $75 
a month will all utilities in- 
cluded. Call Pam after 5 pm at 
434-9871 
ROOMS FOR RENT: Men. 
Two   blocks   from   campus 
$60.00 per month  including 
utilities.       Call       234-8247. 
3 BEDROOM DUTCH MILL 
CT.TOWNHOUSE for lease 
from May-August. Available 
for next year, too. Vz mile 
from campus. $270 a month 
plus utilities. CA11: 433-8303. 
APARTMENT FOR 
SUBLEASE: May-August at 
Squire Hill; 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher. 
434-0817 after 5 pm. 
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT: 
From May until August with 
option to continue next year. 
$290 per month. For more info 
call Karen at 434-9681. 
FOR RENT: starting in 
May—2 bedroom washer, 
dryer, dishwasher...close to 
campus. May continue lease 
for    next     year.     433-1755. 
Lost 
LOST: Room and dorm keys 
on a leather key chain with 
and "H" on it. Contact Holly, 
4979. 
Wanted 
Ermine By Andy Black 
UEi   ERM'  I GOT Wtttff HOO A&KEb 
MC  TO  6gT^EQjLTfl0- MO NO NV\RCO«>! I ^Al^ CLOTHES   BAG/ 
IM INT© 
LEATUG*. 
Wings By Mark Leqan 
Madisonman 
A PAV_AT_pmr-RE6isnmnoM 
WANTED: ROOMATES to 
share an apartment at Myrtle 
Beach,   S.C.   this   summer. 
Contact Holly, 4979. 
ROOMMATES WANTED: 
from May until August with 
option to continue next year. 
Walking distance to campus. 
Sixty dollars a month plus 
electricity. Contact Karen 434- 
9681. 
WANTED: Female to en- 
tertain at bachelor party. 
Must be fun-loving and 
energetic. Excellent pay for 
the right person. Call Lee 433- 
1755. 
WANTED: 1 girl to sublet apt. 
at     Holly     Ct.     May-Aug. 






Tt>  GOTO 
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CASHIER.  cAW 
By Scott Worner 
Fo«6CT a,   I'LL RE&ISTET? 
IN SEPTEMBER 





By Pat Butters 
D\PX DO frooD, ij 
Classifieds 
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS UN 
SHIPS!: American. Foreign. 
No experience required. 
Excellent pay. Worldwide 
travel. Summer job or career. 
Send $3 for information. 
SEAFAX, Dept. K-2,*Box 2049, 
Port Angeles, Washington 
98362. 
Doonesbury 
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By Garry Trudeau 
Personals 
WIZARD: Who's being mean? 
Think about it. Easter was 
very nice...tennis was in- 
teresting! Hope you enjoy the 
Spring Formal tonight... I 
know I plan to!! GUESS WHO 
ELIZABETH LIBBEY: I 
think I'm very strongly at- 
tracted to you. I'm not tall but 
huge in emotion. You are 
here, so am I, so let me have 
some of your pie. Respond 
Breeze, then to me! VOLKS 
WAGEN 
BARB: Have a good time at 
Easters! SWlFTY 
STEVE: I'm looking forward 
to summer vacation with 
softball, the beach et. al. 
Thanks for being you. Yours, 
BETSY. 
OLD MAN: Always and 
forever.      LITTLE      GIRL 
GUESS WHO: What's the 
matter with playing tennis? I 
realize that you are afraid of 
being beaten, but it is just a 
game! WIZARDS are not only 
knowledgable but are good at 
other things also. I'm looking 
forward to the formahboth of 
them).  WIZARD. 
TO KEVIN CROWLEY: 
Your ego doesn't belong in the 
family. Tighten up every 
chance you get. John and Lou 
Crowley. 
lt£teTALW5VZ£K£ 




UEHAVE A QUES- 
TION OVER HERE? 





WHAT THIS SHOW 
IS ALL ABOUT. 
GO AHEAD.-- 
MY NEXT GUEST IS 








HAVE YOU BEEN        *% 
UP TO? WHERE     r «fe 
ARE YOU APPEAR;'      1 
INGIWHATS 
TT LIKE BEING 
HAVB YOU WORKEDUtTTH 
ANY OTHER BI6 STARS? 
WAT ARE THEY REALLY 
LIKE? M A BI6 FAN 
OFf<l OFTHEM!ARENT, 
THE FOLKS HERB IN 
VEGAS JUST GREAT? 
2BKE, SOMEBODY 
TOLD ME YOUR BOOK. 
IS ALL ABOUT AM- 









People who know 
go Pfeugeot 
MARK'S ME SHOP 
1094 S. Cdtege Ave. Harrisonburg, Virginia 
BICYCLES-MOPEDS 
SALES AND SERVICE 
454-5151 THKDAlKOHt   TMMOMHOHt, 
■^ W" 
TOPS FOR EVERYONE 
From Fashion Tops to T-shirts 
(long & short sleeve) 
And Other Accessories 
Specializing In Transfers 
"■■■•lettering and numbering*™ 
custom printing      Greek lettering 
NEW LINE OF SPRING & SUMMER WEAR 
Night - Shirts .Soccer Shirts XXL & XXXL T-Shirts 
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from Any: 
Slide      Photo       Drawing        Album Cover 
color or blk./wht. r>V? 
\tvfc 
10-9  Mon. - Sat. 434 4824   Located in Valley Mall 
—. ---T- 
,S\v , ; .,v.vAV.    yty 
\ 





Taxes solve energy crisis 
By ED CAMPION 
Eleven months ago, President Carter an- 
nounced he was taking the price limits off 
crude oil. At the time, he warned this would not 
mean large profits for the oil industry because 
there would be a windfall profits tax imposed 
on them. Now, almost a year later, the windfall 
tax has finally been passed, but at the same 
time a movement has started to put a $2 tax on 
a gallon of gasoline to promote conservation. 
Passage of the windfall profits tax comes 
none too soon. The oil companies have had a 
field day since the price limits were lifted, and 
it's about time the oil industry got a taste of its 
own medicine. Senators from oil-producing 
states opposed the tax saying it would take 
money away from the oil companies which was 
needed for research. However, the fact 
remains that the oil companies are taking a 
good deal of their profit and reinvesting it in 
other money-making ventures. For example, 
Mobil Oil owns Montgomery Wards. 
The windfall profits tax will in no way hurt 
the oil industry. It may slow their profits down 
a bit, and it may make a few executives stop 
and think, but none of the oil companies will 
end up in the unemployment line. 
As for the $2 a gallon tax that many 
economists, environmentalists and others are 
recommending, it is an idea which is un- 
pleasant to think about, but which may be a 
painful necessity. The simple fact is that there 
is only so much fossil fuel that can be 
produced, and our demand is greatly out- 
pacing our supply. 
One   can   show   people   charts,   explain 
calculations, present computer data, all which 
points to the fact that we are headed for a 
major energy crisis, and people will still not 
believe it. As a nation we have become set in 
the idea that if you can't actually see 
something then it doesn't exist. When the gas 
lines hit, we start to see the energy problem, 
but as soon as the lines are gone, we assume 
the energy problem is too. The $2 tax may be 
needed to serve as a daily reminder. 
Some have argued that if conservation is the 
objective, then gasoline rationing should be 
pursued instead of tax increases. Rationing 
will not work-all that will result is the creation 
of a large bureaucracy. 
The general attitude in Congress now 
suggest the $2 tax stands little chance of being 
passed.In 1977, President Carter tried to get a 
50 cent tax passed. The bill was trounced by 
Congress. The 10 cent oil import fee, which was 
announced by Carter last month is finding 
opposition. It would appear that Congress is 
determined not to take any decisive steps 
towards attacking the oil shortage through 
taxation. 
What all of this means is that the oil com- 
panies are finally going to start feling the 
energy pinch, thanks to the windfall profits 
tax, but at the same time the general public is 
going to have to accept the fact that they will, 
be paying more for gasoline and there will be 
less gasoline to go around. This may not be a 
pleasant thought but it is one we are going to 
have to accept. This country's energy future, 
as one energy expert put it, "is living on 
borrowed time." 
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Banners 
Sachs breaks rule 
By CHRIS KOl.'RA 
One of the functions of the editorial page is to explain things. 
The editorialist examines a situation and tries to explain why it 
happened and predict its significance. But sometimes the facts of 
a matter contradict each other, and no logical explanation is 
evident. This is the case with the Warren University Union's 
banner policy. 
Last November, student activities coordinator Chris Sachs 
began enforcing a university policy that resulting in barring 
organizations from hanging banners from the WUU balcony. The 
policy had been on the books since 1977, but was never enforced. 
He upheld his decision despite a petition of protest from 13 
organizations that use the WUU, arguing that visibility would be 
better elsewhere and that the balcony banners detract from the 
aesthetics of the Union. To replace the banners, Sachs ordered 
two lighted bulletin boards installed in the south stairwell of the 
building. These are still in the shop and yet to be installed. 
However, contradicting the banner policy, Sachs recently gave 
Student Government Association permission to hang campaign 
banners from the balcony; and two presidential contenders, 
Cunningham and Mondloch, did so. Sachs explained that the SGA 
election is a "special exception" because it "is important to each 
individual on campus," and "the election banners do not an- 
nounce an event that can be publicized by other means." 
The latter statement is completely false. Posters in dorms and 
academic buildings, calling cards, handouts, personalized mail 
campaigns, and coverage in The Breeze gave the SGA elections 
more publicity than the announcement to raise next year's tuition 
and fees. What's more, the banners themselves announced 
nothing about the SGA elections, they simply displayed the 
names, Chuck Cunningham and Kevin Mondloch. Sachs' 
statement contradicts fact and offers no explanation for his 
policy-breaking "special exception." 
One possible interpretation of the contradiciton is that Sachs' 
by ignoring the banner policy, may be disagreeing with it. 
However, if Sachs disagrees with it, why did he reactivate the 
dormant policy? There is simply no logical explanation for Sachs 
breaking his own rules. 
But of course, policies are not meant to be broken, even by their 
makers. So even if there is no explanation for such behavior, 
there is no excuse for it, either. 
Justice 
~ Life term for $230 
By TRICIA FISCHETTI 
In 1964, William Rummel bought about $80 in merchandise with 
someone else's credit card. He served three years in prison. 
Two years later, the San Antonio, Texas, handyman forged a 
check for $28.36 and was sent back to jail. 
In 1972, Rummel was paid $120.75 in advance to repair an air 
conditioner but kept the money without fixing the machine. This 
time, Rummel was sent to jail to stay. 
Because of a mandatory state law, Rummel is now serving a 
life sentence for stealing less than $230 over a nine-year period. 
He was charged with Texas' habitual-offender law that requires 
persons found guilty of three felonies to be given life prison terms. 
With his prison jobs in the laundry room and kitchen, Rummel 
did his time. But, he also appealed his case, contending that his 
sentence was cruel and unusual punishment and therefore, a 
violation of the Eighth Amendment. Rummel did not attack the 
law itself, only how it applied to his case. 
In March, the U.S. Supreme Court refused to overturn Rum- 
mers sentence, ruling in a 5-4 opinion that it was up to individual 
state legislatures to determine punishments for local crimes. 
The Rummel case underlines some very real problems in the 
compulsory sentencing systems of many states: The punishments 
do not always fit the crimes. Rummel's offenses were not crimes 
of violence and were committed over a nine-year period. The 
amount of money involved was minimal. It should also be noted 
that the third offense for which Rummel was convicted has since 
beeruredassi£ied in Texas as a misdemeanor. 
When discretion is taken out of the courtroom, justice often gets 
lost in the shuffle. The severity of the offender's crimes must be 
taken into consideration; in Rummel's case, it was not. The 
disproportionality between his sentence and much lighter sen- 
tences for greater crimes, such as rape or even murder, is 
staggering. \ 
In a literal sense, the Supreme Court ruling was correct in 
overturning Rummel's appeal. The Court should not interfere 
unnecessarily with states rights. Yet, when a man such as 
Rummel is used as an example, the Court can and must act in his 
behalf, or we will all be subject to whatever a majority deems 
necessary. 
Rummer, 37, may become eligible for parole in four years, and 
he may not. Meanwhile, he is serving his life sentence. 
All for $230. 
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Supreme Court 
Press freedom 
By TERESA CAVINESS 
James Madison most eloquently expressed the view that if a 
society is going to strive for democracy, its press must be free: 
"Nothing could be more irrational than to give the people 
power, and to withhold from them information without which 
power-is abused. A people who mean to be their own governors 
must arm themselves with power which knowledge gives. A 
popular government without popular knowledge or the means of 
acquiring it is but a prologue to a farce or a tragedy, or perhaps 
DO III. 
Despite this country's early recognition of the role of the press, 
measures are mounting which place restrictions on this in- 
stitution. Most of these come from the courts, which want to limit 
the so-called "power" of the press. What is ignored, however, is 
that any power which the press might possess is really the power 
of the people—that power which knowledge gives, which James 
Madison talked about over 200 years ago. 
When the press is denied the means of doing its job, such as 
access to a trial, penal institution, or restrictions on 
newsgathering, it is essentially the public that is harmed. The 
public is denied the right to know as well as that crucial First 
Amendment guarantee of a free press. 
Throughout history, the press has exposed corruption and 
improprieties within the government. Without that First 
Amendment guarantee, members of the press are unable to 
expose unlawful conduct. 
Without the abiity to guarantee confidentiality 
to sources, many reporters will lose their leads 
The duty of the press is not to act as an investigative arm of the 
government. That is the job of the police. But its role is to provide 
that information which the public does have a right to know. If 
within the scope of supplying that information, improprieties-are 
discovered, that is a bonus for the people. 
However, recent court actions against press rights have had the 
effect of denying those agents of the media, and ultimately the 
people, of that First Amendment right established by our foun- 
ding fathers. One of the most recent incidents involved a Hanover 
County judge who barred press members from a murder trial, 
concluding that pre-trial publicity could affect the selection of 
jurors or the outcome cf'.iMrial. 'Overall, the primary effect of 
this action was to deny the public any information about the trial 
until after the verdict was made. 
This was a needless action. There are mechanisms for selecting 
fair and impartial jurors, one being voir dire examinations, 
where potential jurors are scrutinized before being selected. A 
change of venue, moving the trial to another location, could also 
have been an alternative if it had been impossible to find im- 
partial jurors. Any alternative is better than locking the press out 
of the courtroom, for such action sets a precedent for similar 
actions in the future. 
The recent landmark Supreme Court decision in Branzburg v. 
Hayes allows for courts to subpoena reporters and their notes. 
The effect of such a decision is that reporters will shy away from 
covering controversial stories for fear that they will have to turn 
confidential information over to the courts or otherwise be sub- 
ject to a long legal battle. Primarily, this means that the public 
can again be denied that information which it has a right to. 
Without the ability to guarantee confidentiality to sources, 
many reporters will lose their means of acquiring important 
leads, which obviously limits their ability to do their job. 
Without that power which freely-acquired knowledge gives, 
there is the potential in our society for the farce or tragedy which 
James Madison spoke of over 200 years ago. 
Letters, editorial policy 
All letters, columns, 
reviews and guestspots reflect 
the opinions of their authors 
and not necessarily those of 
the editors of The Breeze, or 
the students faculty and staff 
of James Madison University. 
Unsigned editorials are the 





Editor's note: The following is 
a copy of a letter the author 
sent to JMU President Ronald 
Carrier, Bridgewater College, 
Eastern Mennonite College, 
and Blue Ridge College. 
To the editor: I want to 
compliment one of your 
students, Paul Lingon, for all 
his efforts and the "brain 
power" expended in trying to 
organize a "Cambodia Week" 
in the Harrisonburg area 
through your university, (The 
Breeze, March 28). THAT is 
why a mother and father send 
their child to a university or 
college—for just that reason! 
All the knowledge, energy and 
brain power in the world 
funneled into an atom bomb or 
nuclear weapon is worthless 
when compared to the results 
of a humanitarian act as taken 
by Mr. Lingon. 
He is right. What an im- 
balance of brain power is seen 
•    fit 
when comparing the 
thousands of dollars spent for 
a "beauty contest" instead of 
for food to sustain God-given 
life to the starving of Cam- 
bodia. What type of education 
are you giving the youth of 
today? I find this the "un- 
forgivable sin." 
When your university 
begins to teach its students the 
difference between acts of 
War and Peace (in every facet 
of these two words), then and 
then only will you be qualified 
(in my eyes) to send a "man" 
or "woman" out into the world 
"with an educational degree." 
I would certainly hope the 
administrative office of 
James   Madison   University 
£'ves their complete support 
ihind Mr. Lingon's "idea"- 
both morally and financially, 
and show the other colleges, 
universities and schools in the 
country a new meaning of the 
word "education." 
Phylfa     Tyson 
66    E.    Grattan,    Apt.    C 
Harrisonburg 
Checkers are fair 
Lacrosse 
To the editor: 
This letter is written with 
regard to the recent women's 
lacrosse article entitled 
"Field Hockey Uppes Mark to 
3-0 with win." If the sports 
editor of The Breeze is so 
unfamiliar with womens 
sports that he is unable to 
differentiate between lacrosse 
and field hockey, then The 
Breeze should be sure to put 
someone in charge who does 
or who will make a concerted 
effort at high grade jour- 
nalism. The fact mat this is a 
collegiate paper does not 
justify journalistic 
negligence. The Madison 
lacrosse team is doing a fine 
job representing their school, 
and hopefully The Breeze will 
begin to do a better job 
covering them. 
Cara  Eisenberg 
To the editor: 
This letter is in response to 
Rich Masterson's letter 
stating that dining hall 
checkers are not un- 
derstanding, (The Breeze, 
April 4). 
We feel that in order for us 
to be fair, we must enforce the 
rules consistently. This means 
that we can make no ex- 
ceptions, regardless of the 
situation. 
Many students come to the 
doors, saying that they forgot 
their ID, asking us to let them 
in anyway. If we were to do 
this, word would get out and 
soon many more people, with 
and without contracts, would 
be trying the same thing. 
We do not enjoy turning 
people away, however, 
frequently, the people who say 
that they forgot their ID don't 
even have a contract. And just 
because you eat in D-Hall all 
the time doesn't mean we 
remember you, as about 5,000 
other students also have 
contracts. 
We are sorry you feel 
checkers are not un- 
derstanding. We do un- 
derstand your situation, 
however, please try to un- 
derstand ours. 
Mary O'Quinn, Head Dining 
HaU     Checker 
Burlesque and caricature 
To the editor: 
Burlesque, the handling of a 
trifling subject with mock 
seriousness, is difficult under 
any conditions, but especially 
so when it is combined with 
caricature. A genuinely 
brilliant combination was 
achieved    in    the    article, 
"Stability Added to Faculty 
Dress," published in the April 
Fool's Day issue of The 
Breeze. My tendency to 
moralize and analogize was 
pointed up with both subtlety 
and grace. 
Thomas      C.       Stanton 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs 
Mobil Oil works for whom? 
Editor's note: The following is a parody of a 
recent Mobil Oil advertisement. 
By DAVID LETSON 
We have not yet begun to fight. America is 
faced with energy problems today that are 
very complex. At times these problems seem 
unsurmountable, but we here at Yorbil Oil 
have the utmost confidence that America will 
come through these trying times, as she 
always has before, with flying colors. 
We are doing something about it. In October, 
1979, Stuart Eizenstat, an energy advisor to 
President Carter, told him, "Increases in the 
prices of crude oil by the OPEC nations can 
account for much less than one-half of the price 
increases so far this year in refined petroleum 
products." There is, of course, a simple ex- 
planation. We here at Yorbil have always been 
and will always be very  patriotic in our 
business policies. Everyone seems to agree 
that our national dependence on foreign oil is 
bad and that something must be done. For this 
problem we have a simple solution. CON- 
SERVATION.   Raising  the  prices   of  our 
petroleum products has a contradictory effect 
on how much oil will be used, not to mention 
how much the dollar will buy. In our patriotic 
concern, we have taken it upon ourselves to 
raise prices ourselves and not wait for the slow 
legislative process a gasoline tax would in- 
volve. We are hoping for a big contraction, so 
come on America, get the lead out—we did 
ye rs a»P,>,itUi,.».».».*.*«M,».»*.**.« v..«.*»•«.» 
It is our job. In our never-ending fight to 
faithfully serve all the needs of the American 
consumer, we have invested millions of dollars 
in research and development.  If you are 
among the mentally active that have noticed 
our recently higher prices, again we have a 
simple explanation. In 1979, a Business Week 
magazine poll of 20 oil companies showed that, 
on the average, oil companies spend 8.6 per- 
cent   of   their   profits   on   research   and 
development compared to, for example, 70.2 
percent    for   the   auto    industry.    Simple 
mathematics shows that we must have large 
profits, therefore, to maintain a nigh level of 
this research and development that is a key to 
our energy process. Together America, we will 
find solutions. 
No thanks necessary. We are always the bad 
guys.   "Oil   companies   disgust   me,"   you 
probably have heard many times at parties. 
Yes, we reluctantly acknowledge and accept 
these hefty profits, but only as an effort to 
increase conservation and our own research 
and   development   Only   these   ways   can 
America solve her energy problems. Yorbil 
has invested profits in such vital energy areas 
as Montgomery Ward, and has also bought up 
harmful technology, in such areas as solar 
energy    and    mileage    improvement    for 
automobiles, to be put safety away forever 
where it can never hurt you. 
It's a fact: Yorbil always has your interests 
».fVtoft wAwt w-.Wr .like. yw., *. *. -•, •..-.  '.♦ 
\    • , 
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China After Mao 
Though liberalization has been dramatic, 
basic principles remain the same V 
r 
By   VANCE    RICHARDSON 
Mao Tse-tung used the 
Chinese people as ex- 
perimental animals in an 
attempt to realize his vision of 
a perfect society, according to 
a British scholar who once 
served as a technical adviser 
to the Red Armv 
Lord Michael Lindsay said 
in a speech here Monday that 
people should sympathize 
with Mao because he was a 
wise leader through the mid- 
1960s but later made a series 
of bad mistakes, culminating 
in the Cultural Revolution. 
Lindsay characterized this 
period as one of "extreme 
affirmative action" during 
which only poor peasants 
could get into universities, 
resulting in a "system turning 
out people who didn't know 
anything." 
Lindsay, a professsor for 40 
years at leading universities 
such as Harvard, Yale, and 
the Australian National 
University, left a teaching job 
at Yendmg University in 
Peking to join the Chinese 
forces in 1941 when the Pacific 
War broke out. During the war 
he worked closely with 
communist leaders, including 
Mao. 
PRIOR TO THE revolution 
of 1949, conditions in China 
were "very much at a low 
point," he said, but "the 
communists did a good job in 
getting things going" by 
reviving industry and 
agriculture. 
Despite initial success in 
improving conditions in 
China, communist leaders' 
strict adherence to Marxist- 
Leninist doctrine proved to be 
ineffective in modernizing the 
country. 
"Lenin gave some very bad 
advice," Lindsay said. His 
theory that workers could run 
their factories without 
management resulted in a 
"huge disaster" for the 
Chinese. After this obvious 
failure, Chinese leaders in- 
stituted highly centralized 
industrial planning, which 
also failed. 
Wherever Marxist-Leninist 
theory was irrelevant, the 
communists used sound, 
common sense in areas such 
as improving health services 
and restoring railroad 
transportation. "Whenever 
there was an official line 
dictating how to do something, 
they generally made a mess of 
it/' Lindsay said. 
CHINESE FIND truth in 
Marxist-Leninist-Maoist 
writings, he noted. If 
something goes wrong they 
rationalize that the doctrine 
must have been misin- 
terpreted. 
Since Mao's death in 1976, 
China has undergone radical 
change, with even basic 
Maoist tenets being openly 
criticized, according to 
Lindsay. Individual en- 
terprise is respected and 
profit is no longer viewed as 
something evil. 
Lindsay made note of Vice 
Premier Deng Xio-ping's 
recent admission that 
Taiwan's standard of living is 
higher than that of the 
People's Republic of China. At 
the same time Deng said the 
PRC has a better economic 
system and therefore should 
be able to catch up and sur- 
pass the Taiwanese. "They 
still  can't  admit   that   the 
?rivately-run economy in 
aiwan is superior to the 
state-run system in China," 
Lindsay said. 
THOUGH THERE has been 
much liberalization in China 
under Deng, communist 
leaders believe there are still 
four basic principles that 
can't be challenged: com 
mittment to the socialist road; 
dictatorship of the 
Koletariat;     reliance     on 
arxist-Leninist-Maoist 
thought; and the role of the 
Communist Party. 
At present the official 
speeches of Chinese leaders 
convey varied opinions 
concerning the path to be 
taken in the future. According 
to Lindsay, China must decide 
between two roads—to follow 
orthodox Maoist thought or to 
modify it in light of ap- 
plication to the real world. 
One example4 of a situation 
that demands a resolution is 
the new problem of courting 
foreign investment. In order 
to run foreign trade ef- 
ficiently, people abroad must 
be able to negotiate directly 
with Chinese merchants, 
Lindsay said. Presently 
foreigners must go through 
highly - centralized govern- 
ment procedures involving 
people who know nothing of 
what they are negotiating. 
Lindsay said China must 
restore rule of law and 
freedom of discussion and 
criticism in order to further 
Ptiotc By ciisrlat A   Fiw 
"THE COMMUNISTS DID a good job in getting things going." 
after conditions reached a low point in China in 1949 Lord 
Michael Lindsay said here Monday. 
democracy.     However,     he     China may find that a great 
noted that orthodox Marxism     ^al     ^     Marxist-Leninist- 
can't   survive    in    an    at- 
mosphere of open discussion— 
another issue to be resolved in 
the future. 
"If Deng would only admit 
Maoist thought needs to be 
discarded," Lindsay said, 
then the future of China would 
look a lot brighter. 
Greek Week activities open to independents 
?** 
.A,I.... 
By TERESA CAVINESS 
Greek Week not only will 
i.~.lJHK%ctfvities for mem- 
bers of James Madison 
University fraternities and 
sororities, but independent 
students can participate as 
well. 
The purpose of the Greek 
Week activities is to "promote 
Greek spirit and awareness of 
the university as a whole," 
according to Charlie Harris, 
Gamma Gamma president. 
Gamma Gamma is a Greek 
honorary society here with 25 
members. 
Most of the plans for the 
week were made to permit 
non-Greeks to participate, 
such as the service project, 
Greek games and Greek Sing. 
However, the Greek picnic at 
the University Farm and the 
closing party at the Sigma Pi 
fraternity house were closed 
to independents because of 
limitations on the number of 
persons who could attend, 
Harris said. 
"GREEK WEEK is good for 
Rush. It's a high time in the 
year for Greeks because there 
is a lot of unity, and people see 
that," Harris added He 
believes the week's activities 
"open up new areas that 
students are without unless 
they join a fraternity or 
sorority." 
Information regarding 
Greek-related activities and 
improvements in this year's 
events was sought from other 
schools, such as the 
University of Virginia, 
College of William and Mary 
and Appalachian State in 
North Carolina. 
Overall, everyone here was 
"pretty happy with how things 
turned out last year," Harris 
said, adding that earlier this 
semester, Gamma Gamma 
conducted a survey of all the 
fraternities and sororities. 
The Greek Week activities 
will begin April 11 with the 
Greek picnic and end April 18 
with the closing party at 
Sigma Pi. 
The Greeks will sponsor a 
musical chairs contest April 
17 in the stadium as a service 
project for the American 
Cancer Society. All Greek 
organizations will register at 
least 10 persons at $1 per 
entrant, Harris said. The 
event will be opened up to 
other students as well. 
Money collected through 
entrance fees will be donated 
to the Society, he said. 
Schedule of events 
Friday, April n 
Saturday, April 12 
Sunday, April 13 
Monday, April 14 
Tuesday, April 15 
Wednesday, April 16 
Thursday, April 17 
Thursday, April 17 
Friday, April 18 
Greek    Picnic—University 
Farm i_- 
6 p.m. to midnight 
„     ,    „.      „,.,        „ „        
7
   P-m.—Gamma   Gamma 
Greek   Sing-Wilson   Hall      tapping ,7:30 p.m.-Sing 
Auditorium 
Greek Games—Field South 
of Godwin Hall 
Study  Skills Night-WUU, 
South Ballroom 
Greek Happy  Hour—"The 
Other Place* 
Tug       of 
Quadrangle 
War—Lower 
Service   Project   (musical 
chairs)—Madison     Stadium 
Greek Party—Theta Chi 
Closing   Party—Sigma   Pi 




7 to 8.30 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
8 p.m. to midnight 
